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Management Plan
1. Access and Parking Control. A gate will be installed at the road
entrance to the Campbell Estate Property at the juncture of the State road
easement and the project site access road. Access will be limited to Project
Personnel, officials of government agencies having regulatory responsibilities
and such other visitors that may be admitted by project management. Since
there is a potential for emissions of H2S to exceed safe exposure levels
during drilling, testing and venting, requiring immediate use of a full face
gas mask by personnel at the drill site, no person with a beard will be
allowed at the site during these operations. All non-project personnel
admitted to the project site will be escorted by project personnel. A limited
vehicle parking area will be prepared at the entrance to each drill site for
utility vehicles and vehicles of project personnel and authorized visitors.
2. Safety. This section describes the over all policies of the
Operator on safety which are designed to maintain the highest level of safety
possible during project activities associated with exploration and development
of geothermal resources. Also included is a descr-ipt ion of potential events
that could disrupt operations, cause injury or "loss of life, or create health
hazards and the additional measures and actions that will be taken to minimize
the potential for such impacts.
Safety Policy. True Geothermal Energy Company, as operator,
considers safety as one of its highest priorities. The company safety policy
states that:
"True, owners, management and middle management, firmly believe that
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the continued success of any organization, or the successful completion of any
project, can be achieved if it is done safely.
We realize the need to have quality p~ople who have a positive
attitude toward doing their jobs safely, with proficiency and with great
concern for the safety and health of fellow workers. II
In order to promote safety awareness, management is committed to a
program of regular safety meetings at least once a month, for both the field
and office staffs. At these meetings, personnel will receive training and
lectures on the proper methods to handle hot valves, wellheads, pipelines, and
bleed lines so that they will not become a source of injury. In addition to
heat, HZS safety will be emphasized. Personnel will be trained to use the
emergency breathing equipment and recognize the danger signals of the presence
of high levels of H2S. First aid and C.P.R. sessions will be held
periodically. Regular updates to the evacuation plans will be presented. A
pyramid telephone calling system will be utilized to notify personnel of an
evacuation order.
Many incentives are offered for safety such as monthly glove awards,
yearly coverall awards, and yearly personal awards for drillers and
toolpushers.
Specific Safety Considerations Related to the Well-Bore and Drill
Bi[. The drill rig will be equipped with proper blowout prevention equipment
to prevent uncontrolled release of well fluids from the well-bore. Blowout
prevention is approached from four aspects: proper equipment, proper mud
weight, proper training, and experienced supervision. Equipment currently
being recommended are ram-type preventers with blind and pipe rams and
bag-type preventers. Also essential to blowout prevention is proper cementing
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of i nt ermedi at e strings of casing and the use of appropriate mud weights to
balance reservoir pressure so that drilling will be under controlled
conditions. For example, a mud weight that is too light ~ay speed drilling,
but could be inadequate to suppress a sudden gas entry.
All employees are and will continue to be instructed in the proper
procedure for closing and opening blowout preventers (BOP's) which will be
hydraulically operated. Safety is stressed in all aspects of this type of
operation. The operator has an on-the-job training program using video tapes
and projectors pertaining to safety, BOP's and maintenance, etc. (True
Drilling Company has been awarded the International Association of Drilling
Contractors Safety Commendation Award for seven consecutive years.)
Proper training of crews on how to recognize the symptoms of impending
blowout conditions and how to correct these conditions is of utmost
importance. An alert, experienced crew can handle all blowout conditions as
part of their normal duties. If this is done, conditions should return to
nonmal in a short time. The rig supervisor or pusher is responsible for
training the crew and insuring that safe practices are followed. The pusher
also makes sure that all equipment is properly maintained so that it will do
its job when an emergency arises.
Since high wellhead pressures have been reported on geothermal wells in
the Kilauea east rift zone, all wellheads, valves,and pipelines will be
designed to withstand at least 2000 psi. Because of the extreme heat and gas
content of the well fluids, most equipment must be derated below their name
plate value. It;s intended that 2000 psi or higher rated equipment will be
used to provide an acceptable margin of safety.
In geothermal drilling, particularly while using air, drill pipe will
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wear quite heavily. Thus, frequent inspections of each length of drill pipe
are conducted to detect stress cracking, corrosion, and general wear and tear.
All tool joints are beefed up to provide a heavier wan to guard against
erosion due to abrasion from the well-bore cuttings. A magnetic particle
inspection unit will be available on site for conducting periodic pipe
inspections. In addition to drill pipe inspections, all casing is inspected
twice, once at the supply source and once on site before being used. These
inspections are essential to prevent defective pieces of pipe being installed
and creating a potential source of leaks.
Potential ,Hazards for Specified Events. The possible events, should
they occur, that could create potential hazards to the health and safety of
project personnel and other personnel within or near project activities are
described below together with the actions that will be taken or planned in
order to prevent or reduce the likelihood of such events occurring, or should
they occur or not be preventable, to reduce the effects of the event on the
health and safety of personnel that would be exposed to the event.
1) Volcanic Eruptions. Such events occurring without warning (which is
very unlikely) at, within or immediately adjacent to project activity sites
could cause serious injury or loss of life to personnel should they be at the
point of eruption. This potential hazard to personnel is reduced in direct
proportion to the amount of time between a warning of impending volcanic
activity and the event and the distance of the event from a project activity
site. An eruption directly under or adjacent to a project site could also
rupture or destroy pipelines between well heads and power plants causing
venting directly to the atmosphere of geothermal fluid if the volcanic
activity also damaged the well head assembly and automatic well shut-off
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system. If there were faulting associated with the eruption which intersected
a well bore, there could also be a rupture of the well bore. If the rupture
were near the surface and didn't seal itself off, it is possible there could
be unabated venting to the atmosphere until an off-set well could be drilled.
Eruptions not directly under or adjacent to a project site activity, even
without warning, would pose far less hazard to personnel in the area.
Preventive or Mitigating Actions.
a) Establish and maintain continuous communications with the Hawaii
Volcanoes Observatory to assure receipt of early warning of or impending
eruption in the Kilauea East Rift Zone.
b) Instruct personnel on procedures to follow on receipt of a warning
of an impending eruption and on actions to take in the event of an eruption
within or adjacent to a project activity site including designation of
evacuation or escape routes and industry procedures on protecting and securing
the well head in the face of a threatening lava flow when it is feasible to do
so.
c) Conduct an engineering analysis of each prospective drilling site
and power plant site to be occupied, recognizing the potential of future
eruptions at any point along the Kilauea East Rift Zone. When possible, sites
will be selected to minimize the potential hazard of lava flows emanating
uphill of project activity. In addition, the use of facility protection
barriers, available high ground, and construction of facility platforms will
reduce the hazards due to lava flowing into a project site.
2) Earthquakes and Sudden Ground Movement Due to Faultjng. Earthquakes
associated with volcanic activity in Hawaii are of small magnitude and have
caused little damage. Tectonic earthquakes are larger in magnitude and occur
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along or near major fault lines. The largest earthquake of record in Hawaii
occurred southwest of Kalapana in 1975 and registered a magnitude uf 7.2.
Sudden subsidence may occur as a result of volcanic or tectonic earthquake,
collapsing lava tubes and pit craters, or from subsurface intrusions. Such
subsidence could, under some conditions, cause damage to project facilities
including the possible rupture of a well bore if a sub-surface fault
intersected the well bore. The result of the event could be a casing leak or
perhaps venting to the atmosphere of the well flow if the well didn't seal
itself off, in which case the venting would continue until an off-set well
could be drilled to intersect the well below the rupture point.
Surface faulting and subsidence could rupture steam pipelines, again causing
temporary venting of the well flow into the atmosphere if the faulting or
eruptive activity caused the well head automatic shut-off system to
malfunction.
Mitigating Measures. Analysis of past eruptions, often accompanied
by cracking or subsidence near the vent area indicates there are areas in the
rift zone where the potential for eruption is less than other areas. Siting
of project facilities in such areas when possible can reduce the chances of
eruptions and subsidence occurring at project sites so located. Siting of
facilities outside the center of the rift zone when possible can significantly
reduce the potential hazards of volcanic eruptions and accompanying subsidence
and faulting. More predictable, the incorporation of design criteria into
primary facilities and systems whose failure under such conditions could
result in a health hazard, injury or loss of life will reduce the potential
hazards of subsidence and earthquake activity in an active volcanic rift zone.
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3) The Potential for Personnel to be Exposed to High Temperature
Geothermal Fluids or Steam Under High Pressure. This potential hazard is
increased in areas where personnel are working around pipelines t well heads t
and tanks where space is restricted so as to prevent rapid movement or escape
in the event of a rupture.
Mitigation Measures. Personnel working in such spaces will be
required to wear protective clothing and masks . Back-up personnel will be
present in a position adjacent to the restricted space while personnel are
occupying such spaces in the performance of their duties.
4) Exposure to Chemicals Used in the Pollutant Abatement Systems.
Personnel will be handling and mixing chemicals used in pollutant abatement
systems and could be subject to overexposure that could cause injury or a
health problem. Only experienced personnel will be utilized in this
operation.
Mitigating Measures. Personnel will be instructed on the nature and
hazards of each chemical being used t the methods of proper handling t storage
and mixing of the chemicals and emergency procedures in the event of accident
or over-exposure. Emergency water sources will be located near the chemical
storage and mixing area. Special articles of protective clothing appropriate
for the chemicals used will be available and required to be worn for handling
or mixing specified chemicals. Appropriate fire suppression equipment will be
positioned at the chemical storage container.
S) Possible Exposure to High (unsafe) Levels of Hydrogen Sulfide ~2S) .
The geothermal resources in Hawaii that have been discovered anq analyzed
indicate the presence of H2S at concentration levels in the range of 900 -
1300 ppm. While these concentrations are rapidly diluted on mixing with air
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and/or as a resul t of the appl ication of HZS abatement procedures, an HZS
environment can be hazardous to personnel at or near the emiss ion ~oint unless
adequate safety precautions are taken. During drilling operations, HZS
present in the geothern~l resource would be emitted through the blooie line
while drilling with air (after the reservoir is intersected), during venting
of the well and during testing. HZS emissions would be abated during drilling
and testing, but unabated during well venting. Unabated emissions could also
occur as a result of a blow-out of the well bore. Lower concentrations of HZS
gas have a sweet taste and the odor of rotten eggs and can be detected .
Higher concentrations of HZS (l00 ppm) can impair the sense of smell in Z - 15
minutes. Direct, continuous exposure to still higher concentration levels
(500 ppm) over a period of 30 minutes to one (1) hour could cause lung
paralysis and death.
Mitigating Measures. Project personnel are instructed at regularly
conducted safety meetings on the hazards of HZS as well as the proper
procedures to be used during drilling, well completion dnd well testing which
are designed to prevent uncontrolled emissions -f rom the well bore. They are
also instructed on how to use HZS detection and air breathing equipment.
Respiratory protection equipn~nt is always available on site to be used by
project personnel and authorized visitors as may be required. (See Emergency
Plan, Appendix lip, for HZS emergency procedures).
6) Exposure to Excessive Noise Levels. Project personnel will be
exposed to continuous noise levels in the range of 60-80 decibl~s and impact
noises exceeding that level and occasional noise levels of up to 120 decibles
when venting a well.
Mitigating'Measures. Project personnel will be required to have
available and wear sound protection devices when in project areas generating
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maximum noise levels. A noise monitoring/recording instrument will be
maintained at the drilling site.
7) Well Blowouts. A well blowout could occur below surface or at the
well head. A blowout would result in the full or partial free flow of the
high temperature, high pressure geothermal resource from the reservuir until
it could be secured. Such an event could cause injury, or a health hazard, or
create a nusiance if project personnel or nearby residents were exposed to
excessive or nusiance levels of HZS. A blowout due to a well bore rupture
below the surface or at the wellhead could take severa 1 days or longer to
secure, the longer time depending on the depth uf the rupture which would have
to be reached by off-set drilling.
Very few geothermal wells have failed in the world-wide industry.
Some of the few that have occurred were the result of improper well siting in
areas susceptible to landslides; setting surface casing at a depth that is too
shallow; cementing the surface casing in incompetent rock formations; or, due
to errors in planning or executing the drilling medium (fluid) program.
Mitigating Measures. Continually improving industry standards are
being applied by operators to further reduce the chances of a well blowout. A
well trained crew and reliable equipment are the most important elements of a
blowout prevention program and these two key elements will be used for this
project. (See Application for Permit to Drill, submitted concurrently to
DLNR)
3. Drainage. Surface alterations to accommodate project operations will
be designed to assure that normal area drainage patterns are not disturbed.
4. Signs. "No-Trespassing", hazardous warning and safety signs will be
posted at applicable sites in the project area.
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5. Lighting Provisions. Lighting for night operations will be designed
and arranged to assure that such operations can be performed safely and
efficiently. Bright light requirements can generally be ,directed or sheltered
to limit any impacts outside of the project area. Because of the isolation of
the project area, it is unlikely that lights will disturb any residential
areas. Proper hazard lights will be installed on the top of the drill rig for
aircraft that may overfly the project site.
6. Changes in Landscape. The landscape will be altered in portions of
the project area where clearing of the forest is required for drilling sites,
roads and power plant sites. Land surface requirements for project operations
are described in the Revised Environmental Impact statement and the
supplemental EIS for this project. Metes and bounds description of all areas
to be cleared will be submitted to DLNR prior to conducting any clearing
operations.
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This document present::; a basic plan for an air quality clntl
metcorological monitoring program to ~upport the incremental
cxplorution and'ut.:vc.loplllcnt o[ the Kilduea Middle Eu:..;t Hi[t bone
Geolhermcll HCGource Subzone (GHS), Puna District, Island of
II.:lwaii. Thc Air Quality and Meteorological Monitoring Plan 1.S
::;ubmitted [;cparately for approval to the Director of the llilWdii
DClJurtment o[ Health (0011) who has thc Stilte's responsibility for
implementing EPA a i r quality regulations in Ilawa Li,
The plan add r c s scs prLma r i.Ly the moni loring to be a c compLi s hed
during the initial exploration phase of the project. Ailcl.- d
resource discovery, and UpOll making q decision to procecd into
the development phusc in a specif1.c arca of the project site, dny
required changes and/or additions to the monitoring plan will be
SUbmitted to the Director, DoH for approval and to the Director,
Department of Land and Natural Hesources (DLNR) with the
submi~sion for approval of the development plan for d specified
level of development.
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1. Introduction
This document presents a plan for an air quality and meteoro-
logical monitoring program to support the exploration phase
of the incremental exploration and development of geothermal
resources in the Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone Geothermal
Resource Subzone (GRS), Puna Dist~ict, Island of Hawaii.
The Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) approved, in a
Decision and Order issued on April 11, 1986 a long-range plan
for the exploration and development of geothermal resources
in the Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone GRS. This long-range
plan provides for the development of 100 megawatts (MW) of
electrical generation capacity to serve first the needs of
the Island of Hawaii and secondly for export to Oahu via a
deepwater transmission cable. As provided in the Decision
and Order, the initial phase of the project will be the
exploration phase during which limited drilling and testing
of up to 12 exploratory wells will occur over a period of
approximately 2 years. The exploration phase will provide
preliminary data on the presence, location and characteris-
tics of geothermal resources in the project area. The moni-
toring proposed for this initial increment of exploration
will measure the air quality in the area of maximum estimated
impacts due to emissions from drilling, venting and flow-
testing of the exploratory wells.
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As shown in the following sections, the monitoring program
will follow the guidelines of the U. S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency where appropriate and will provide the informa-
tion necessary to demonstrate compliance with the applicable
ambient air quality standards for the project activities
described. The monitoring program will be updated and modi-
fied as appropriate in parallel with project development
activities.
2. Air Quality and Meteorological Monitoring Guidelines
The Board of Land and Natural Resources Decision and Order
(D&O) of April 11, 1986 requires that an Air Quality Monitor-
ing Program and Meteorological Monitoring Program be imple-
mented coincident with the start of drilling in the Kilauea
Middle East Rift Zone Geothermal Resource Subzone (GRS). The
Decision & Order specifies monitoring requirements and moni-
toring sites for the full 100 megawatt project and states
that the Air Quality Monitoring Program will follow, where
appropriate, U. S. EPA protocols and guidelines for monitor-
ing and quality assurance documentation. The D&O further
requires that the developer meet all Federal, State and
County air quality standards. Finally, the D&O provides that
the air quality program may be modified as deemed necessary
by DLNR based on information derived in the inttial phase or
phases of the project in order to address activities to be
undertaken subsequent to such initial phases.
-2-
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The Director of the Hawaii Department of Health has the
responsibility to implement and enforce ' t he regulations for
the EPA air quality programs in Hawaii, including the moni-
toring requirements. Chapters 59 (Ambient Air Quality stan-
dards) and 60 (Air Pollution Control) of Title 11 of the
Hawaii Administrative Rules prescribe the air quality stan-
dards and rules for stationary sources of air pollutant
emissions in the state. Subchapter 3 of Chapter 60, Hawaii
Administrative Rules, pertaining to stationary emission
sources, pr0vides the basis for the air quality and meteoro-
logical monitoring programs described herein. Subchapter 4
pertains to major stationery sources which, subject to addi-
tional criteria, may require an EPA PSD review concurrent
with the application for Authority to Construct or Modify
such an emission source.
Geothermal wells do not meet the EPA criteria of major perma-
nent sources of emissions. Emissions from wells prior to
being produced or "operated" occur only during a portion of
the drilling and during venting and testing operations and
only if the well encounters a geothermal resource. After
testing is completed, the well is shut down until it is
connected to a power plant as a supply·well. Any potential
emissions from the well when "operated" will be controlled at
the power plant in accordance with the requirements of the
air quality permits for the power plant. Thus, the emissions
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from well drilling, venting and testing and during operation
as part of an operating power plant are not large enough to
constitute a major source and, therefore, are not subject to
EPA PSD review requirements.
It is possible that a very large permanent geothermal power
plant would qualify as a major source of emissions subject to
the EPA PSD review requirements. The latest edition of the
EPA monitoring guidelines (EPA, 1987) provides very detailed
information on 1) the monitoring requirements during the
preconstruction and post-construction phases of operations
and 2) the criteria for determining the location and number
of monitoring stations appropriate for a new, major emission
source.
Under PSD review procedures, preconstruction monitoring for a
major new source is required in order to establish baseline
(existing) air quality levels and meteorological conditions
at the site of a new or modified emission source. The esti-
mated impacts of the new or modified permanent source would
be added to the baseline levels and the totals would be
compared to the applicable ambient air quality standards to
assure that the emission control systems in the new or modi-
fied source are adequate to maintain national and state
ambient air quality standards. Baseline air quality in the
Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone GRS has been thoroughly charac-
terized in previous studies and the results of these studies,
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including air dispersion models to estimate potential impacts
of project activities are summarized in the EIS for the
project. A summary report of prior air 'qua l i t y and meteoro-
logical monitoring for the Kilauea east rift zone, which
includes the project site for which this plan is designed,
was prepared for the State (DPED, :da t ed July 31, 1985). An
executive summary of this report is appended as Attachment 1.
Post-construction monitoring for a new or modified permanent,
major source may be required under PSD regulations to demon-
strate that the emissions from this source do not cause or
contribute to a violation of any applicable ambient air
quality standards. In order to demonstrate compliance, the
post-construction monitoring must be done at the location of
maximwn total impacts. "Ambient air" is defined in federal
regulations (40CFR50.l(e») as that portion of the atmosphere
external to buildings, to where the general public has ac-
cess. If the maximwn modeled impacts are within an area
excluded from ambient air (i.e., within the property boundary
of a project), the monitor should be located downwind of the
emission source at or near the property boundary.
Selecting the correct location for a monitoring station for
an area with multiple permanent emission points as may be
applicable for this project in the future, requires careful
analysis of the meteorological conditions in that area in
relation to the characteristics and design and location of
-5-
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the emission sources and pollutants being emitted. However,
for the proposed initial exploration phase, there are no
other sources present in the project are~ except for volcanic
emissions, and these impacts have been characterized in the
baseline air quality studies.
During the initial exploration phase, the proposed project is
a very limited operation with respect to creating a permanent
new source. There will be only one temporary source emit-
ting at anyone time during drilling and testing of wells.
There will be only one well venting (i.e., emitting at an
uncontrolled level) at any given time and then only for a
maximum of eight hours. After venting, each well is flow
tested for thirty to forty-five days using appropriate pollu-
tant and noise abatement systems. As subsequent exploratory
wells are drilled and the geothermal resource is encountered,
the testing period for these subsequent wells will be shorter
and shorter.
The following sections describe a monitoring program that is
consistent with EPA protocols and guidelines and the nature
of the incremental geothermal exploration and development
activities that will occur in the project area.
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3. Overview of Monitoring Program
A twofold monitoring approach will be taken in this program.
During the exploration phase of the project, a continuous
meteorological monitoring station will be located at Drilling
Site A1 (See Figure 1). This will be supplemented by air
quality and meteorological monitoring downwind of a drill
site using a mobile monitoring van. When a decision is made
to construct a permanent emission source (i.e., a power
plant) for the production phase of the project, one or more
permanent post-construction air quality monitoring stations
will be established, as required, ' at the maximum impact
area(s) to confirm that project emissions from the new perma-
nent source are in compliance with National and State stan-
dards.
During the exploration phase, the -mob i l e monitoring van will
be located as close as possible to the maximum estimated
impact area for each of the drilling sites shown in Figure 1.
The air quality monitoring systems will be operated when
emissions from drilling occur. In addition, passive H2S
monitors will be operated at a radius of approximately three
thousand feet in the primary downwind directions from each
drill site. Any potentially significant pollution episodes
during drilling and testing would be detected by the opera-
tion of the mobile monitoring van and the passive H2S moni-
tors.
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Standard u.S. EPA quality assurance documentation will be
provided for the monitoring program as appropriate. Quarter-
ly reports will be submitted so that the status of the air
quality can be regularly reviewed by regulatory agencies.
4. Meteorological Monitoring
The discussion of meteorology for the project area as pre-
sented in the project EIS identified possible stagnation
zones due to night-time formation of small scale fronts
between drainage winds and trade winds as a consideration in
estimating potential air quality impacts. The project EIS
also summarized the results of relevant studies on the mete-
orology for the area including data from monitoring at two
downwind sites near the property boundary of the project
site. The descriptions of meteorology in the project site
were based on these data and on extrapolations from meteoro-
logical data along the Kilauea east rift zone and regional
stations.
The initial, continuous meteorological monitoring station
will be installed at the first drill site on a standard 10
meter meteorological monitoring tower in order to obtain
site-specific meteorological data. These data will be used
throughout the exploration phase to identify maximum impact
areas of emissions from drilling operations. Due to the
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interplay between trade winds, local drainage winds, and the
land-sea breeze phenomenon, the point of maximum impact
cannot be accurately estimated without site specific meteoro-
logical measurements. The tower will be instrumented at the
10 m level to obtain horizontal wind speed and direction,
vertical wind speed and temperature. If a decision is made
to proceed into a development phase, the cumulative data will
be evaluated to determine whether the initial continuous
monitoring station should be relocated in relationship to the
planned power plant site, and to determine whether additional
steps need to be taken to obtain more data on the extent and
effects of drainage winds in the planned area of development;
i.e., the use of a tethersonde to develop vertical profiles
of wind speed, wind direction and temperature. Since there
will be a time lapse of 16-20 months between the decision for
the first increment of development and the initiation of
power plant operations, there would be more than adequate
time to complete this additional meteorological monitoring.
The meteorological monitoring for the exploration phase will
be conducted at Drilling Site Al (see Figure 1) since that
area will be the base of operations for at least the first
phase of exploration. The project area is currently undevel-
oped and there are no access roads, thus, the first access
roads will be into the area around Drilling Site Al.
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The monitoring system consists of Weather measure Model W203
and W204 sensors, a Campbell Scientific,multilogger model
CR121 and a 10 meter tower. A back-up chart recorder will be
added to the system.
Radon monitoring will also be done as part of the continuous
meteorological monitoring at the drill site. One track-etch
radon monitor will be placed in a rain-shield housing at
DSA1. The track-etch technique is a passive method. The
three month sample exposure produced excellent results during
the two and one-half years of baseline monitoring along the
Kilauea East Rift and will be used in this monitoring pro-
gram. The radon monitors which will be used are manufactured
by Terradex Corporation and have been routinely used world-
wide.
Water catchment (rainfall) samples will be collected from
three downwind sites in neighboring residential communities
on a quarterly basis. Acid-cleaned polyethylene collection
systems were used during the baseline monitoring and will be
used in this monitoring program. The pH of the samples will
be measured with a portable pH meter promptly after collec-
tion. Table 1 lists the anions which will be measured by the
IC technique.
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5. Air Quality Monitoring
The continuous meteorological monitoring at drill site A-I
will be supplemented with air quality and meteorological
monitoring in the areas of maximum estimated impacts for well
drilling, testing and venting using the mobile monitoring
van. Because of the proximity of the first drill site to a
residential property boundary (1.9 miles) and based on exist-
ing meteorological data indicating the possibility of pre-
vailing project site drainage winds in the direction of that
boundary, the mobile monitoring van will be located initially
along the access road between the drill site and the property
boundary. As the on-site meteorological data base is expand-
ed, it would be used to refine the analyses used to identify
areas of maximum impact due to well drilling and to relocate
the mobile van as required. To be- consistent with the defi-
nition of "ambient air", the monitoring van would always be
located in a prevailing downwind-of-source direction in the
area of maximum impact at or beyond the property boundary.
The mobile monitoring station will monitor air quality and
meteorological conditions for a minimum of one week before
emissions commence from the well being drilled'and continue
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during drilling, venting and testing. These monitoring sites
will probably not have power available and a propane genera-
tor will be used. Propane will be used as a fuel rather than
diesel or gasoline, so that generator exhaust will not impact
the monitoring instrumentation.
The same basic approach used for air quality monitoring
surveys conducted around Kahauale'a and the Puna Forest
Reserve will be used in the program described here. For
those parameters monitored, the same or equivalent in-
strumentation and analytical procedures will be used. The
environmental parameters which will be measured with the
mobile monitoring van are:
Continuous ambient 502 concentrations. Hourly, and
twenty-four hour averages will be tabulated and report-
ed.
Continuous ambient H25 concentrations. Hourly and
twenty-four hour averages will be tabulated and report-
ed.
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Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) and PMIO concentra-
tions will be measured for twenty~four hour periods with
high volume samplers. One sample will be collected
every sixth day. This is a standard procedure used to
insure that mean values calculated from the daily values
are not biased (e.g., week days versus weekend days).
Wind speed and direction will be measured continuously.
Hourly and twenty four hour averages will be tabulated
and reported.
Continuous precipitation measurements will be made.
Hourly and twenty-four hour totals will be tabulated and
reported.
Gaseous mercury concentrations will be measured. One
twenty-four hour sample will be collected simultaneously
with the particulate samples every sixth day.
Sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide measurements will be made
with Meloy Laboratories (Columbia Scientific) or Thermo
Electron Corporation sulfur analyzers or equivalent. The
instrument used will be u.S. EPA-approved for ~ient S02
monitoring which can be utilized with ancillary components
for H2S monitoring as well. These instruments provide a
continuous record of atmospheric S02 and H2S concentrations
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when interfaced with a data logger or chart recorder. Cali-
bration will be performed with a VICI Metronics permeation
device or equivalent. Calibrations will be performed on any
day the monitoring van is moved to a new site and weekly
during the monitoring period.
Particulate monitoring will be conducted with General Metal
Works or ~ierra (Andersen Samplers, Inc.) or equivalent
high-volume samplers. The high-volume samplers are standard
particulate monitoring instruments and have been used in
numerous u.s. EPA monitoring programs. The samplers will be
calibrated on a quarterly basis with commercially available
orifice calibrators. Glass fiber filter media will be used
with the high-volume sampler. The mass of particulate mate-
rial will be determined by weighing before and after sample
collection. An analytical balance will be used with the
high-volume glass fiber filters. Special numbered field
transport containers will be used.
Continuous wind speed and direction measurements will be made
at the monitoring van with a recording wind speed/direction
sensor system. A data logger and a back-up pressure sensi-
tive recorder will be used to record the wind speed and
direction data. The instruments proposed to be used are
manufactured by Qualimetrics, Inc. or an equivalent quality
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manufacturer and consist of a 3-cup anemometer, an air foil
vane, and a strip chart recorder. A folding seven meter
tower is affixed to the monitoring van for the wind speed and
direction sensors.
Continuous rainfall records will be made at the monitoring
van. A tipping bucket rain gage is attached to the roof of
the monitoring van. The continuous rainfall measurements
will be recorded with an interfaced seven-day event recorder.
The instrument which will be used is manufactured by
Qualimetrics, Inc.
Total mercury vapor (elemental, inorganic compounds, and
organometallic) samples will be collected at the monitoring
van. A twenty-four sample will be collected simultaneously
with the particulate samples. Pyrex glass wool/nitric acid
sampling tabes or an equivalent technique will be used to
capture the atmospheric mercury. The uv spectrophotometric
technique will be used for the sample analysis.
In addition to the mobile monitoring van located at the point
of maximum estimated impact, eight VICI Metronics passive H2S
monitors will be positioned at primary downwind directions at
a distance of approximately 3,000 feet from th~ drill site.
These passive monitors will be operated continuously while
drilling activity is occurring. Week-long sampling periods
will permit H2S detection limits of several ppbv to be ob-
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tained. By thus positioning the H2S passive monitors,
average atmospheric H2S levels in all primary downwind direc-
tions from the drill site can be documented.
6. Ancillary Data
Several types of ancillary data will be compiled during the
environmental monitoring program. These are:
A log of exploration and development activities will be
maintained by appropriate personnel. A special note will be
made of all events that have the potential to affect the
level of project emissions (e.g., well venting, shut down of
well). This will permit a correlation to be made between
pollutant levels measured by the environmental monitoring
instrumentation and specific exploration and development
activities. Mitigation strategies can then be developed.
This log will be included as an appendix in the environmental
monitoring reports.
A record of volcanic activity will be maintained since vol-
canic activity can significantly impact air quality. The
weekly reports of volcanic activity published by the USGS
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory which span the monitoring period
will be included as an appendix in the environmental monitor-
ing reports.
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Local rainfall data recorded as part of the National Weather
Service network will be included as an appendix in the moni-
toring reports. Rainfall affects pollutant levels both
directly (the scrub-out effect) and indirectly (pollen and
spore production, and dust suppression). Relevant meteoro-
logical sites where rainfall records are currently kept
include: Mountain View, Leilani Estates, Pahoa, and Kapoho
Beach. Relevant rainfall measurements and daily wind direc-
tion observations have also been made by the National Park
Service at Lae Apuki (near Kalapana) as part of their fire
control program.
Continuous wind speed and direction measurements are made at
the HGP-A power plant. This data will be referenced in the
environmental monitoring reports when such data are relevant.
Numerous scientific investigations have been performed in the
Kilauea East Rift area by scientists associated with the
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (USGS), the National Park Ser-
vice Research Center, the Mauna Loa Observatory, the HGP-A
power plant, and the University of Hawaii. Should environ-
mentally relevant data, reports or publications become avail-
able during the monitoring program, they will be referenced
and described in the monitoring reports.
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7. Quality Assurance and EPA Monitoring Guidelines and Protocols
Quality assurance documentation will be prepared following
u.s. EPA guidelines. It will contain applicable components
from "Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing Quality
Assurance Project Plans, 1980, u.s. EPA, MERL/QA-2, EPA"
(Table 2), with detailed standard operating procedures (SOPS)
for all sampling, monitoring, and analytical procedures. The
SOPs will follow where appropriate, EPA monitoring guidelines
and protocols. A quality assurance report will be included
as part of each quarterly environmental monitoring document.
To the extent practical, u.S. EPA siting guidelines will be
followed for criteria pollutant monitoring (40 CFR part 58
Appendix E), for meteorological monitoring (EPA-600/4-82-060
Volume 4) and for siting precipitation measurement systems
(EPA-600/4-82-042a).
8. Data Reduction and Reporting
Quarterly reports will be prepared. Due to the length of
time required for analyses and data reduction, the quarterly
reports will lag the actual monitoring quarter by approxi-
mately two months. Tables 3 and 4 list the data that will be
produced and included in the quarterly reports.
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In addition to the environmental data that will be compiled
in the reports, data interpretation and discussions will be
presented. The quarterly reports will also contain: (1) a
description and photo-documentation of the monitoring sites,
(2) a quality assurance report and (3) ancillary data as
discussed in Paragraph 7.
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Table 1
Anions in Rainwater Samples Analyzed by Ion Chromatography
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Anion SYmbol
Bromide Br-
Chloride C1-
Fluoride F-
2-
phosphate P04
Nitrite N02-
Nitrate N03-
2-
Sulfate S04
2-
Sulfite S03
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Table 2
Quality Assurance Content Requirements*
1. Title Page
2. Table of Contents
3. Project Description
4. Project Organization & Responsibilities
5. QA Objectives for measurement data in terms of precision,
accuracy, completeness, and comparability
6. Sampling Procedures
7. Sample Custody
8. Calibration Procedures
9. Analytical Procedures
10. Data Analysis, Validation, and Reporting
11. Internal Quality Control Checks
12. Performance and System Audits
13. Preventive Maintenance
14. Specific routine procedures to be used to assess data
precision, accuracy, and completeness
15. Corrective Action
16. Quality Assurance Reports to Management
* from: Guidelines and specifications for Preparing Quality
Assurance Project Plans, 1980, u.S. EPA, MERL/QA-2
..
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Table 3
Environmental Data Set - Mobile Monitoring Station
Parameter
S02
H2S
Total Mercury Vapor
TSP
PM-10 Particles
Wind Speed and
Direction
Precipitation
Units
ppbv
ppbv
ng/m3
ug/m3
ug/m3
MPH and compass points
inches
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Data Points
24 hour means
1 hour means
24 hour means
1 hour means
24 hour integrated va
24 hour integrated va
24 hour integrated va
1 hour means
frequency distributio
tabulations
24 hour totals
1 hour totals
Table 4
Environmental Data Set - Drilling Site Al Monitoring Station
I
IV
LV
I
Parameter Units
Wind Speed and MPH and degrees
Direction
Precipitation inches
Rador. pCi/l
Rainwater Chemistry pH units and ppm
. "
Data Points
1 hour means
frequency distribution tabulations
1 hour means
24 hour means
Three month integrated values
1 sample collected during active drilling
uncertain sampling duration, 30 elements,
8 anions and pH
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Baseline Air Quality - Kilauea East Rift
Executive Summary
State of Hawaii
Department of Planning and Economic Development
James E. Houck, Ph.D., Principal Investigator
Gerald O. Lesperance, Program Administrator
September 13, 1985
ATTACHMENT 1
APPENDI XB
PLAN OF OPE~ATIONS
Baseline Air Quality. Kilauea East Rift
Introduction
The Kilauea East Rift on the Island of Hawaii is the technically most
promising area within the State of Hawaii for future geothermal development.
However, the East Rift area also contains large tracts of pristine forests,
comprises a portion of the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, and is surrounded
by several small communities and a number of residential subdivisions. The
Kilauea East Rift is volcanically very active and naturally emits air
pollutants normally associated with industrial sources. Extensive baseline
air quality monitoring has been conducted along the East Rift to quantify
pre-development concentrations of environmentally hazardous pollutants so that
any future change in their concentrations which may occur due to geothermal
development can be assessed.
The report presented here is a summary of the results obtained from five
recent baseline air quality studies. These are:
Environmental Baseline Survey, Kilauea East Rift
December, 1982, through December, 1983, study period
Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development (OPED)
Environmental Baseline Survey, Kilauea East Rift (Year Two)
1984 study period
Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development
Remote Environmental Baseline Monitoring, Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
1984 study period
National Park Service
Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Survey, Kahauale'a Geothermal Project
February, 1984, through February, 1985, study period
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture
Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Survey, Puna Forest Reserve
February and March, 1985, study period
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture
In addition to the data directly generated from these studies, a survey of
data obtained from scientific research and other monitoring which have been
done on the Island of Hawaii has been conducted. Relevant research performed
by scientists associated with the University of Hawaii, the Hawaii Volcano
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Observatory, the Mauna Loa Observatory; air quality monitoring conducted by
the Ha~aii Department of Health; and meteorological monitoring conducted by
the National Park Service, Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc., 'the Thermal Power
Company, and the National Weather Service have been incorporated into this
report~
Six environmental pollutant categories were identified as being most
important for study and their baseline levels were documented. These were:
(1) atmospheric particles, (2) sulfur dioxide gas, (3) hydrogen sulfide gas,
(4) rainwater chemistry, (5) atmospheric mercury, and (6) radon activity.
Each of the pollutant categories are impacted by volcanism and/or can be
impacted by future geothermal development. In addition to the quantification
of specific ambient pollutant levels, wind speed, wind direction, and rainfall
data were also studied, as meteorological conditions influence atmospheric
pollutant levels.
The baseline study area comprises portions of the Ka'u and Puna Districts
on the Island of Hawaii. Monitoring sites were select~d along the East Rift
from the summit of Kilauea Volcano to Cape Kumukahi; however, major emphasis
was placed on the area from the summit to Highway 130. The area along the
Pohoiki Road, where geothermal exploration and development have occurred, was
purposely avoided to prevent the possible contamination of baseline samples by
geothermal emissions. Relatively little sampling or monitoring was conducted
at the extreme lower end of the Rift near Cape Kumukahi because that area is
considered to have a low potential for future geothermal development.
The combined data base from the five environmental programs and from the
meteorological monitoring that provides the basis for this executive summary
is extensive. The data has been collected over a two and one-half year period
and it includes: (1) approximately 17,000 hours of continuous sulfur dioxide
(S02) gas measurements made at eleven locations, (2) one hundre~ and
thirty-two integrated multi-day S02 gas samples collected at ten locations,
(3) approximately 17,000 hours of continuous hydrogen sulfide (HZS) gas
measurements made at eleven locations, (4) one hundred and thirty-two
integrated, multi-day H2S gas samples collected at ten locations, (5)
measurements from two hundred and seventy-five passive multi-day H2S
monitors placed at thirty-six locations, (6) atmospheric particulate
concentrations determined from more than 750 samples collected at twenty-one
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locations, (7) analysis for thirty-four elements conducted on approximately
510 particulate samples, (8) additional elemental, anionic, and carbon
analyses conducted on subsets of the particulate samples~ (9) measurements
from fifty-seven continuous quarterly and monthly radon-222 (Rn222) monitors
placed at eighteen locations, (10) pH, elemental, and anionic analyses
(thirty-six elements and anions) conducted on fifty-one rainwater samples
collected at fourteen locations, (11) additional trace elemental analysis
conducted on a subset of the rainwater samples, (12) ten elemental mercury
vapor samples collected at seven locations, (13) fifty-six total mercury vapor
samples collected at nine locations, (14) approximately 510 particulate
mercury analyses on samples collected at twenty-one locations, (15)
fifty-three integrated multi-day chlorine (elZ) gas samples collected at six
locations, (16) over 60,000 hours of continuous wind speed and direction
measurements made at fifteen locations, and (17) approximately 4,000 daily
wind observations made at six locations.
The executive summary presented here contains a brief discussion of
current pollutant levels and meteorological conditions characteristic of the
East Rift area. The reader is referred to the complete summary report
document submitted to OPED (July 31, 1985) for detailed data compilations and
for a description of the monitoring networks and of the methods used in the
environmental studies.
Atmospheric Particles
Monitoring for total suspended particles (TSP), respirable particles and
inhalable particles was conducted along the Kilauea East Rift. In addition to
atmospheric concentration levels the chemical composition of the particles was
studied. Respirable (less than 2.5 microns in aerodynamic diameter) and
inhalable (less than 15 microns in aerodynamic diameter) are considered more
injurious to human health than larger particles since they reach, the gas
exchange areas and the air conducting pathways of the lungs, resPectively, and
are routinely monitored for that reason. Total suspended particles (TSP) are,
as the name implies, all particles that are in the atmosphere. Sampling for
TSP by utiliZing high-volume samplers is a well-established regulatory
procedure.
The atmospheric concentration of particulate material along the Kilauea
East Rift has been .found to be very low. The particulate concentrations
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characteristic of the East Rift are much lower than mainland values and U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards. While average TSP, inhalable
particulate, and respirable particulate concentration levels are all lower
than mainland averages, most dramatic are the exceptionally low respirable
particulate concentration values. These are probably due to the absence of
major anthropogenic combustion sources (viz, fossil fuel combustion) on the
Island of Hawaii. Of interest to the fact that secondary particles formed
from volcanic fume are primarily in the respirable size range and considerable
volcanic activity did occur during the sampling period. During more typical
periods of less active volcanism, respirable particulate levels would
ostensibly be extremely low. Dust from geological sources suspended by
traffic, agricultural activity, and wind, as well as volcanic tephra, are
primarily greater than 2.5 microns in size and is greatest during periods of
low rainfall. During the study years of 1983 and 1984, rainfall along the
East Rift was lower than normal. At the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (HVNP)
headquarters there was a 40 inch and 13 inch departure from the mean annual
rainfall level of 108 inches during 1983 and 1984, respectively. At the
community of Pahoa there was a 48 inch and a 18 inch departure from the mean
annual rainfall level of 151 inches during 1983 and 1984, respectively. As
with the respirable particles; TSP and inhalable particulate levels
characteristic of the East Rift area during more typical years are probably
even lower than those measured during the baseline studies.
Elemental analyses were conducted on nearly all particulate samples.
Several observations could be made by studying the elemental data: (1) the
elemental values make up a relatively small percentrage of the overall
particulate mass, (2) elements associated with sea salt (sodium. magnesium,
sulfur, chlorine, potassium, and calcium), geological dust (aluminium,
silicon, potassium, calcium. titanium. and iron). Yolcanic fume (sulfur and
chlorine), smoke (carbon and potassium), and vegetative fragments
(phosphorous) have the highest concentration levels, and (3) data for samples
collected on the lower rift differ in a predictable way from data for samples
collected on the upper rift.
Organic compounds, oxide oxygen, and water of hydration together comprise
the largest portion of the particulate mass. Oxide oxygen and water of
hydration cannot be easily quantified. Many of the elements measured contain
oxygen in the compounds in which they occur, and large amounts of water can be
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expected to be associated with secondary volcanic fume particles and sea salt
aerosol. especially in the high humidity environment typical of many locations
on the rift. Organic carbon. elemental carbon. and carbonate carbon were
measured in selected samples. The mass of organic compounds can be estimated
from the mass of organic· carbon by using a multiplication factor of 1.7 which
takes into consideration nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen contained in organic
compounds along with the carbon. It was found that organic compounds do
comprise a significant fraction of the particulate mass. In some cases more
than half the aerosal mass can be attributed to the organic compounds.
Chemical mass balance (CMB) source apportionment was conducted by
mathematically comparing the average aerosol elemental data and the elemental
data of particles originating from specific sources. The OMB modeling
permitted the current sources of atmospheric particles to be estimated.
Elemental data for road dust and volcanic tephra sources were directly
obtained from samples collected on the Island of Hawaii. Other source data
were obtained from reports of previous studies. While the impact of the
particulate sources. as calculated by the CMB techni~ue, vary from site to
site, the differences between the sites are understandable in light of their
geographical locations. Lower Rift sites have a high sea salt impact. a minor
volcanic impact. and little or no smoke impact. Upper Rift sites have a low
sea salt impact, a high volcanic impact, and a moderate smoke impact •.
Atmospheric particles in both areas have a moderate dust component, a large
vegetative material component (pollen, spores. and vegetative fragments·). and
a very small vehicular exhaust component. (It should be emphasized that the
use of the terms high and large are relative and that the total atmospheric
particulate levels are all low.) By examining the eMB results of respirable.
coarse (2.5-15 microns), and TSP data, it was obvious that sea salt, dust. and
vegetative particles were primarily greater than 2.5 microns and impacted the
inhalable and TSP levels much more than the respirable particulate levels. In
contrast, volcanic fume. smoke, and vehicular exhaust were more pr~dominant in
the respirable size (less than 2.5 microns) category. This finding is
consistent with the general understanding that particles entering the
atmosphere by physical processes are larger in size than those formed from
combustion and other high temperature sources.
In addition to OMB modeling. bivariant plots of elemental concentrations
contained in ambient aerosols were helpful in determining the major sources of
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particles. Aluminium and silicon are key components in geological material.
When dust from geological sources is a measurable component in atmospheric
aerosols. there is a high degree of correlation between 'the two elements. A
high degree of correlation was found between those two elements in particles
collected at all monitoring sites along the Kilauea East Rift. Similarly.
sulfur (as sulfate) and chlorine (as chloride) are key components in sea
salt. At lower Rift sites where sea salt impact was greatest. there was a
high degree of correlation between these two elements. particularly in the
coarse fraction.
Particles originating from some sources are morphologically distinct and
can be identified by microscopy. For example. photomicrographs of aerosol
samples collected at the Royal Gardens Subdivision monitoring site (less than
50 meters from the coastline) clearly showed the predominant sea salt
particle~ which were mostly 30 to 50 microns in diameter. Photomicrographs of
aerosol samples collected at sites in areas of forest or agricultural activity
frequently showed large vegetative bodies.
The impact of volcanism is episodic and overall annual means are not
particularly illustrative in assessing the volcanic impact on air pollutant
levels. During the nearly two and one half years. of baseline monitoring.
there were thirty phases of the current Kilauea eruption series and a rare
eruption of Mauna Loa. By contrasting average values during periods of active
volcanism and during periods of no volcanic activity. it was seen that
volcanic activity did not significantly contribute to atmospheric particulate
levels in the lower Rift area. but it did impact the upper Rift area.
Particulate mass, particulate sulfate. and particulate selenium concentrations
were most noticeably increased due to Yolcanic emissions.
Another and unexpected air quality impact of Yolcanic activity was
measured during the first phase (January. 1983) of the current~ilauea
eruption series. Apparently. the material emitted during this first phase was
fractionated and was enriched in the more volatile chemical compounds;
consequently. a dramatic atmospheric increase in transition and heavy metals
contained in particles was noted during January. 1983. This phenomenon was
seen during the DPED monitoring near the HVNP Visitors Center and by research
scientists at the Mauna Loa Observatory. The high levels have not been
observed during any subsequent eruption phases.
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Sulfur Dioxide Gas
Sulfur dioxide (S02) gas was considered as a high priority pollutant
for baseline monitoring since it occurs at relatively high concentrations in
volcanic fume and would be produced at low levels in the atmosphere by the
natural oxidation of hydrogen sulfide emitted from geothermal sources. It
would also be produced directly by the geothermal industry at moderate levels
if a HZS incineration abatement system were used. Sulfur dioxide is
associated with many industrial activities (viz, fossil fuel combustion and
ore smelting) and is one of the principal mainland pol1uants responsible for
acid rain and the formation of fine particles Which cause visibility loss.
During the majority of the time during the baseline studies, atmospheric
concentrations of S02 were below several tenths of a part per billion by
volume (ppbv) at locations upwind (under prevailing trade and drainage winds)
of the major volcanic vents of Ha1emaumau and Pu'u 0. However, during periods
of vigorous volcanic activity or during periods of unusual meteorological
conditions, such as winds from the south, episodes of high concentrations,
even exceeding the dynamic range of the instruments used, were recorded.
Points downwind of the major volcanic vents do, of course, frequently have
high atmospheric S02 concentrations.
Due to the short-term episodic nature of high S02 concentrations, the
U.S. EPA annual average standard (30 ppbv) is not likely to be reached. The
U.S. EPA twenty-four hour standard (140 ppbv), however, has been exceeded at
upper rift sites~ Similarly by comparing mainland urban averages, it could
also be seen that annual average values typical of industrialized areas are
not likely to be reached in the upper rift area (except directly downwind and
adjacent to Halemaumau or PU'u 0), but maximum twenty-four hour values typical
of urban areas can be exceeded due to active volcanism and/or unusual
meteorological conditions.
Sulfur dioxide odor and taste thresholds are often exceeded near the
Kilauea summit, as any traveler to the area knows. Plant damage due to 502,
particularly to introduced species, does occur. During active volcanic
periods and/or under poor atmospheric dispersion conditions, short-term health
impacts can be expected in residential areas. Documented long-term chronic
relationships are less clear, especially in light of the unusual exposure
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pattern to which residents of the area are subjected, i.e., short periods of
high concentrations followed by long periods of trace ambient levels.
Hydrogen Sulfide Gas
Hydrogen sulfide (HZS) gas was considered as a high priority pollutant
for baseline monitoring since it is the principal pollutant associated with
geothermal power plants. It is also a minor c~ponent of volcanic fume and is
produced naturally by anaerobic respiration. Its atmospheric half-life before
it is oxidized to S02 is approximately five hours. While H2S is hazardous
to human health and to the environment at high concentrations, at the low
levels at which it is likely to be encountered due to geothermal development
the major problem is nuisance odor. The human olfactory sensitivity to its
-rotten-egg· odor is exceptional.
During the overwhelming majority of the time, the atmGspheric
conc~ntration of HZS was below several tenths of a ppbv at the baseline
study sites. Very infrequently, concentrations in the 10-30 ppbv range were
reached. As with S02' these high values were episodic, short-lasting in
nature. and due to volcanic fume impact. The episodes measured at the HVNP
Visitors Center were possibly due to the site'~ proximity to the Sulfur Banks,
where an early exploratory geothermal well was drilled. OCcasionally, HZS
concentrations in the several ppbv range may occur locally at middle and lower
rift zone areas due to anaerobic respiration. Water-logged, organic-rich
soils, such as occur in much of the Puna District, make ideal conditions for
the production of HZS by anaerobic respiration. Such naturally produced
H2S was measured at a monitoring site referred to as the Waikahekahe site.
The Waikahekahe monitoring site was located on the large relatively recent
pahoehoe flat that lies to the north of Pahoa. The flat is characterized by
shallow soil, thick grass, and scattered, stunted Ohia trees. After periods
of heavy rain, the shallow soil becomes covered with water due ~to the poor
drainage in the underlying pahoehoe lava.
Rainwater Chemistry
The chemical composition of rainwater is an i~ortant parameter to
examine on the Kilauea East Rift for three primary reasons: (l) rain ·scrubs·
the atmosphere of pollutants and by doing so becomes contaminated with them,
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(2) acid gases and mists emitted by volcanoes wi1l produce "acid rain," the
deleterious impact of which is a topical issue, and (3) ,many Rift residents
use rainwater catchment as their source of drinking water. During the period
from December, 1982, through March, 1985, over fifty rainwater samples were
collected and analyzed'.
Three major factors influence rainwater chemistry along the Rift: (1)
all rainfall in Hawaii has a tendency to be slightly acidic due to the long
range transport of pollutants from industrialized mainland areas, (2) volcanic
emissions locally acidifies rain and impacts its chemical composition, and (3)
sea salt. aerosol makes rain less acidic due to its bicarbonate content and
also impacts the chemical composition of the rain.
By contrasting the average chemical composition of rain collected at
several sites, the impact of volcanic emissions and sea salt could be
illustrated. Amonitoring site near the Royal Gardens Subdivision was located
less than fifty meters from the coastline and hence rain collected there was
heavily impacted by sea salt. The major sea salt species (calcium, magnesium,
potassium, sodium, strontium, chloride, and sulfate) were relatively higher in
the rain collected there than in rain collected at any other site. A
monitoring site on the Chain of Craters road was downwind of Pu'u O. The
major chemical species associated with volcanic fume (fluoride, chloride, and
sulfate) and volcanic tephra (aluminium, calcium, iron, manganese, potassium,
and silicon) were apparent in the chemical composition of the rain collected
there. In rain collected at sites which were at greater distance from the
coastline and which were not heavily impacted by volcanic emissions, the
concentrations of the aforementioned chemical species were lower.
The impact of sea salt is elevation-dependent on the Island of Hawaii.
Using the average sodium concentration in rainwater samples collected for the
baseline studies and in samples collected and analyzed in a pravious
scientific study, the decrease in the impact of sea salt with elevation could
be graphically illustrated.
The impact due to volcanism is also elevation-dependent mainly because
the major volcanic vents and fumaroles are above 2,000 feet. Using pH as an
indicator of volcanic impact, the increase in volcanic impact at about that
elevation could be seen.
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The pH of the Kilauea East Rift rainwater falls between literature values
for polluted and unpolluted rain and the rainwater is ~re acidic than typical
river water and the drinking water criteria acceptable range. The
concentrations of the major chemical species in the Kilauea East Rift
rainw~ter, however, are all much lower than literature values for unpolluted
coastal rain and are also well below average river water values. River water
is, of course, the source of drinking water for ~ch of the world's
population. The concentrations of sulfate, of nitrate, and of race elements
except cadmium, lead and selenium were demonstrated as being below drinking
water criteria levels. Rainwatercaanium and lead values may be below the
drinking water criteria levels, but the analytical technique used for their
analysis in rainwater was not sensitive enough to document that fact.
Selenium concentration, while measured in only five samples, was above the
drinking water criteria value (0.01 ppm) in three of the samples (0.04-0.06
ppm). A possible secondary impact of the mild acidity characteristic of the
Kilauea rainwater should be noted. Elevated concentrations of copper, lead,
and zi~c may appear in catchment drinking water if copper pipes, lead solde~,
or galvanized (zinc) pipes or roofing are used in the catchment system. This
exposure risk would be greater in the upper portions of the Rift where the
acidity of the rainwater is higher.
Mercury Vapor
The toxicity of mercury and the devastating health impact of acute and
chronic industrial exposures have historically been very well documented.
Numerous mercury vapor measurements have been made on the Kilauea East Rift.
Reported total mercury vapor (elemental, organometallic. and halide) values
typically range from several ng/m3 to several hundred ng/m3• Temporal.
spatial. and analytical differences are probably responsible for the range in
values. Two opposing factors control mercury vapor on the Rift. The
unpolluted atmosphere above the open ocean (i.e •• the tradewinds) have a very
low mercury content (less than 1 ng/m3). Volcanic fume, on the other hand.
can contain hundreds to tens of thousands of ng/m3 of mercury. The degree
of volcanic activity. the location of a given sampling site with respect to
vents andlor geological features. and the meteorological conditions during
sample collection can all alter the observed atmospheric mercury
concentration. It should also be emphasized that the measurement of any
pollutant to the nanogram per cubic meter range should be viewed cautiously,
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and the values reported should be considered order of magnitude values at
best. (One nanogram is 0.00ססOO001 gram and there are 454 grams in a pound.
Stated another way. 1 ng/m3 is approximately one part in a trillion by
weight.)
In addition to total mercury vapor. elemental vapor and total particulate
mercury measurements have been made. The average elemental mercury vapor
values ranged from 4 to 30 n9/m3• The average particulate mercury vapor
values were less than or equal to the average uncertainties associated with
the measurement technique (several ng/m3) . During the Phase I eruption of
Kilauea (January. 1983). measurable particulate mercury concentrations were.
however. observed (4 ng/m3 was the highest value).
By comparing the ambient mercury values with values characteristic of
other locations. it could be seen that values measured on the East Rift.
except for the summit of Kilauea. are more or less typical of continental
sites and dramatically lower than occupational health standards. The values
reported for the Kilauea summit are reasonable in c~mparison with the other
volcanic values and are also lower than occupational health standards.
The concern over atmospheric mercury appears at times to be excessive and
should be placed in its proper perspective by doing a simple calculation.
Assuming a 200 ng/m3 atmospheric concentration. a normal human lifetime of
seventy years. a normal human inhalation rate of 20 m3/day and assuming that
all mercury in the air which is inhaled is absorbed. the amount of mercury
·collected- by an individual over a lifetime can be easily calculated as being
0.1 grams. It should also be emphasized that mercury is ubiquitous and that
there are many other current pathways of exposure other th~n air. For
example. virtually all individuals within the United States have dental
fillings which are essentially a mercury-silver analgam. many medications
contain mercury (e.g •• mercurochrome). and unfortunately so do many foods.
Radon Activity
Radon-222 is a radioactive gas naturally formed from the decay of radium
contained in geological materials. Radon-222 has a 3.8 day half-life and
decays via an energetic . alpha particle. Two of its daughter products
(Polonium-218 andPolonium-214) also have very short half-lives (3.0 minutes
-lZ-
-4and 1.6 x 10 seconds, respectively) and also deay by energetic alpha
particles. Due to the radioactivity of Radon-Z2Z and its daughter products,
and the fact that Radon-ZZZ is a gas which can be inhaled, hiSh Radon-Z22
concentrations are injurious to human health. As with atmospheric mercury,
two opposing factors control the atmospheric radon content on the Kilauea East
Rift~ High radon emission rates are associated with volcanic areas.
Conversely, .ai r above the open oceans, such as constitutes the trade winds,
has a very low radon activity (approximately 0.01 pCi/1).
A total of fifty-seven passive radon monitors were located at eighteen
different sites along the Rift during the two and one-half years of baseline
monitoring. Two sites had significantly higher average radon activities than
the others: the Napau Crater Site and the Kahaua1e ta Proposed Drill Site.
During the OPED baseline study, the Napau Crater Site routinely had the
highest quarterly radon activity among the six sites. Conversely, the high
average calculated for the Kahauale'a Proposed Drill Site is due to a single
very high value (3.43 pCi/1) obtained when a monitor was placed over a fresh,
sti '\l-hot lava flow to replace a monitor that was destroyed several weeks
earlier by the flow. The values obtained with monitors before the flow and
the value obtained with a monitor installed after the high-level monitoring
period, show that radon activities during those periods at the site were more
or less typical of the Rift area as a whole. The high value obtained with the
monitor above the fresh lava flow apparently was either due to the fresh lava
emanating radon at a high rate or due to the emanation rate of the soil
beneath the flow increasing as a result of being heated by the flow. The
routine higher values obtained at the Napau Crater Site are understandable in
light of the fact that the site is directly on the Rift and that the
monitoring period for the OPED baseline study was December, 1982, through
December, 1983. The January 3, 1983, eruption was only several hundred meters
uprift of the sampling site. During the sampling period, the eruption moved
down the Rift past and in line with the Napau Crater Site with some spattering
occurring as close as 100 meters to it. Consequently, the Napau monitors were
exposed to vigorous volcanic degassing.
The lowest radon activity was measured at the Waikahekahe Site. This is
consistent with the water saturated soil observed at the site. The emanation
rate of radon from water saturated soil has been shown to be lower than that
of drier soil since soil voids are filled with liquid rather than air under
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saturated conditions. Radon, a gas. diffuses faster through another gas than
through a liquid.
The average radon activity levels ranged from 0.16 pCi/l to 1.14 pCi/l at
the various monitoring locations on the Rift. If the Napau Site and the Dr;ll
Site are excluded, the range of values is from 0.16 pCi/l to 0.52 pCi/l. The
latter range is more representative than the former of the range of values to
which the residents of the Rift area are exposed, since few people live for
long periods directly over eruption sites or lava flows. The range in
Radon-222 values along the Rift is more or less typical of mainland outdoor
exposure values and is below standard levels. The Kilauea outdoor levels are
also lower than values typical of many Horth American and European homes. The
build-up of indoor radon will not occur in typical Hawaiian homes, as it does
in continental homes, due to the single-wall construction and high air
exchange rates characteristic of most homes in Hawaii. The high build-up of
radon in continental homes is principally due to low air exchange rates caused
by intentional weatherization to conserve energy .for heating and/or air
conditioning, and due to simply keeping windows and doors closed during cold
(or hot) weather. Most Hawaiian homes in the Puna and Ka'u Districts also
have crawl spaces because of moisture and insect problems. Separation of
homes from the soil by a crawl space was shown to markedly decrease the indoor
radon activity in homes built in Florida above phosphate mining regions.
Other Air Pollutants
Three other air pollutants which merit discussion are: carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen oxides (HOx)' and chlorine gas (C1 2). Even though CO and
HOx are often major air contaminants in many airsheds, they were not
considered as high priority pollutants for study on the Kilauea East Rift.
They are primarily associated with industrial combustion source~, not
geothermal activities. Their current atmospheric concentrations above the
East Rift are unquestionably very low, although some CO is present in volcanic
fume, some is produced by automobiles, and some is produced by industrial
activity in the Hilo area. Three CO grab samples were collected on the Rift
in 1983. The sampling technique used was not very sensitive, and the data
simply illustrates that the atmospheric CO concentrations were below U.S. EPA
Standards. Ho nitrous oxide gas measurements were made during the baseline
stUdies; however, nftrate (N03 ) and nitrite (N02) concentrations were
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measured in selected particulate samples and in all rainwater samples.
Nitrite was below the analytical detection limits in all, particulate and
rainwater samples. Nitrate, on the other hand, occurred at low, but
measurable. concentrations in the particulate and rainwater samples.
Multi-day sampling was conducted for chlorine gas during the OPED and
National Park Service baseline studies. Chlorine gas is not a pollutant
. normally studied in air quality programs; however, since C1 2 gas can be used
for hydrogen sulfide abatement in the geothermal industry and it is a very
hazardous and environmentally damaging gas, baseline data for it was collected
at six locations during 1983 and 1984. The concentrations measured on the
Rift were very low and well below industrial exposure standards and biological
impact levels.
Meteorology
Wind speed, wind direction, and rainfall patterns on the Kilauea East
Rift were studied during the baseline programs. The obvious relationship
between these parameters and 'atmospher ic pollutant levels necessitates their
inclusion into any discussion of air quality. Continous wind measurements
have been made at fifteen locations in the Kilauea East Rift area for various
time periods~ and regular wind observations hve been made at another six
relevant sites. Rain gages have long been maintained at a great number of
locations on the Island of Hawaii by various organizations and individuals.
Wind direction and speed summaries were prepared illustrating average
daily wind speed and directions made from continuous monitoring records and
from single daily observations. The summaries based on single daily
observations provide a somewhat biased picture of the average wind conditions
as regular diurnal shifts have been found to occur.
The diurnal shifts in wind speed and direction are the result of the
interactions of katabatic-anabatic flows (downslope-upslope mountain flows)
and the land-sea breeze phenomenon with the prevailing trades (as they are
deflected by the local topography). Due to these interactions, average
nighttime wind speeds are lower than average daytime speeds, and wind
directions tend to shift toward the west at night from the typical north to
northeast daytime trade conditions. When average wind directions were
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examined for two hour increments, the diurnal shift was very apparent. The
occurrence of winds from the north and northeast is at a maximum in the late
afternoon and the occurrence of winds from the west and northwest is at a
maximum in the early morning.
The environmental significance of the diurnal change in wind conditions
is that there is not a single prevailing downwind point from any emission
source, and moreover, the point of maximum impact for any given emission
source (volcanic or anthropogenic) can be expected to shift 450 to 900
daily ostensibly everywhere in the Kilauea East Rift area. The lower
nighttime wind speed coupled with the typical ground level nighttime
temperature inversion caused by radiational cooling (a few degrees over
several hundred feet), suggest that atmospheric dispersion will be poorer
during the night.
It is clear from the summary data that prevailing winds on the Kilauea
East Rift range from the west to the east over the -northern half· of the
compass points depending on the exact location on the Rift. It, however,
should not be forgotten that winds from the southerly direction do also occur
a measurable fraction of the time. Unusual weather conditions, such as kona
storms and tropical cyclones, can cause these southerly winds.
Rainfall levels impact air quality. The magnitude of the ·scrub-out-
effect, the suspension of dust, and the production of spores and pollen by
plants are all directly or indirectly dependent on rainfall. Significant
temporal and spatial rainfall variability both occur in the Rift area. As
previously discussed, a drought occurred during portions of 1983, and rainfall
levels during 1984 were below normal as well. Consequently, most pollutant
levels measured during 1983 and 1984 were probably higher than levels that
would be typical during wetter years if all else were equal. A h~gh spatial
variability in precipitation over short distances also occurs in the region
due to orographic rainfall patterns. Average annual rainfall ranges from less
than 19.7 inches to more than 196.9 inches in less than 35 kilometers •
.
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Noise Monitoring Program
Applicable Regulatory Decisions &Policies
The Land Board's Decision and Order of April 11th, 1986 requires that: (1)
"The Noise Monitoring Plan shall include evaluation of predicted noise levels
(by simulating actual sound levels) for selected sites in the residential
areas near the proposed drilling and testing operations in the KMER/GRS prior
to initiating exploratory well drill ing", (2) that "the number and location of
on-site and off-site monitor sites shall be subject to determination of OLNR",
and (3) that "mobile stations may be used."
The 0&0 further prescribes noise guidelines that are extracted from the County
of Hawaii noise guidelines which are applicable to this project "until such
time as noise regulations are adopted by the State or County;" Finally, the
0&0 states that the noise level monitoring and standards for project
operations shall be applied at receptors located within nearby residental
areas north, east and south of the project area, and that noise guidelines may
be administratively adjusted by DLNR based on information derived in the
initial phases of the project in order to address activities to be undertaken
subsequent to the initial phase.
The County of Hawaii Noise guidelines state that" ... as part of the overall
analysis of the impacts of geothermal activities in Puna, a noise monitoring
program will be implemented when the well drilling, testing, aod production
commence. This program should coordinate noise complaints with noise
measurements, meteorological conditions and the type of operation which
occurred at the well site. This data could then be used to determine if there
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is justification to invoke more stringent noise mitigative procedures and/or
devices. to reduce or increase the allowable residential receptor noise level
guidelines. 1I
The County guidelines also provide that the noise level measurements should
take place at the affected residential receptors that may be impacted by the
geothermal operation.
Nature and Characteristics of Noises Generated by Geothermal Project
Operations
The primary noises associated with the development and utilization of
geothermal resources are created by drilling of wells (power generators. air
compressors and escaping pressurized air. pumps and portable cranes) and power
plant operations (steam and fluid flow through pipelines including steam line
bleeding. and operation of the turbine/generator. cooling tower fans. pumps
and transformers). There is a considerable· body of knowledge and proven
technical procedures within industry as to (1) the noise levels (including
temporal) and the frequency spectra of sounds created by the use or operation
of various motors and equipments and (2) the materials and devices that can be
installed or used to reduce the noise levels emanating from those sources.
This knowledge on noise levels of operating equipment combined with the
general knowledge of the sound propagation conditions (weathe~/terrain) in the
project site area can be used to predict fairly accurately the levels of
project operations noises at various distances from the project site except in
those instances when meteorological phenomena can cause sound to focus
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temporarily and intermittently at random distances and directions. The
approved Environmental Impact Statements for this proJect (Revised
Environmental Impact Statement for the Kahauale'a Geothermal Project - June,
1982, and the Final Supplemental EIS to the Revised EIS for Kahauale1a
Geothermal project - Feb, 1986) and the testimony at the various contested
hearings presented extensive and detailed information on the forecasting of
project noise levels at selected receptor distances under various generic
types of weather conditions. These forecasts indicated that the noise level
guide,lines for the County of Hawaii could be attained during development
activities (except for well venting) at the nearest property boundaries with
appropriate sound attenuation methodologies and devices.
The noise levels of project operations that are measurable at a given receptor
site depend on the strength of each noise source operating in the project
site, the height of any source or sources operating above ground,the spatial
relationship among all sources operating, and the sound propagation loss (or
attenuation) that occurs along the sound transmission path between all project
noise sources and the receptor. The rate of attenuation is directly affected
by the distance, the weather and the characteristics of the terrain between
source and receptor.
The orientation and positioning of project equipment in relation to each other
(on and above the ground) will significantly affect project sound propagation
and the "signature" at the receptor of total project noises for a particular
operation at the drilling site. As an example, noise level measurements made
in 1981 of geothermal drilling operations in Puna showed a distinct sound-
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directivity pattern attributable to the combined additive effect of multiple
noise sources represented by individual operating equipment items within the
,
site. That is, noise, from the drill ing site did not radiate equally in all
directions, but emanated sUbstantially stronger in certain sectors due to the
relative locations and simultaneous operation of multiple noise sources. (See
Figure C-l). Therefore, short term measurements of an artificial or simulated
sound source under the meteorological conditiqns that exist when the
measurements are made are not likely to represent the actual noises of project
equipment in their operating configurations and locations (with sound
attenuation equipment installed) within a cleared drilling site. It is also
improbable that the existing meteorological conditions during short term noise
simulation testing would constitute representative adverse meteorological
conditions for the project site.
Noise Monitoring During Drilling of Exploration Wells
The objective of noise monitoring is to determine whether noise levels
emanating from project operating systems have been attenuated sufficiently so
that the combined noise level of simultaneously operating equipment will meet
prescribed noise level standards at nearest residential receptors under the
widest possible range of meterological conditions. Therefore, monitoring must
occur when all project systems are operating simultaneously in their normal
mode with attenuation devices installed and when meterological conditions
would enhance sound propagation in the direction of the nearest residential
receptor.
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The initial prediction of noise levels of the drilling rig and associated
equipment at boundary receptors is based on the characteristic operating noise
level of each noise source at a distance of 100 feet and propagation calcula-
tions at various distances from the drilling site under various adverse
meteorological conditions. These calculations provide the basis for determin-
ing whether additional attenuation devices/procedures will have to be applied
to enable noise level standards to be maintained at the property boundary
under adverse meterological conditions. This will enable each piece of
equipment to nominally meet the county standard at the nearest receptor when
it arrives at the project site. Additional permanent noise mitigation systems
may be required in response to any unexpected pattern of unfavorable weather
conditions that may be manifested in the project area over an extended period
of time. In addition, total project noise levels emanating from a particular
project site could exceed the noise standard at the property boundary due to
unusual meterological short-term phenomena in which case temporary mitigation
devices or measures may have to be applied, including the reorientation of
operating equipment to adjust to the meterological condition.
The use of a noise simulation device to represent the noise level and
frequencies of the drilling rig and associated equipment during actual
operations and the monitoring of the simulated noise level at various
residential receptors would not serve any useful purpose since the data
obtained would not provide reliable, predictive informatio~ on which to apply
or modify equipment noise mitigation systems and devices. Moreover, this type
of test would not provide sound propagation data in the short term that is not
now available or forcastable.
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Industry technology on noise mitigation is well- established and
the effectiveness of that technology has been cle~rly demonstrated with the
drilling of the last geothermal exploration well by Thermal Power Company in
the lower east rift zone, where the nearest downwind residence was
approximately! mile from the drill site. There were no reported noise
complaints during the drilling of that well. Similar results can be achieved
during drilling in the Kilauea middle east rift zone, in the presence of high
density forest (which attenuates sound) and where the nearest prevailing
downwind residential property is at a distance of approximately 7 miles from
the drill site AI, and the nearest residence to dominant night time winds,
when they prevail, is 1.9 miles from the drill site.
The predicted noise levels at downwind receptors nearest the project site have
been calculated on the basis of sound propagation models assuming (1) a base
level of noise attenuation systems being applied to project equipments to
limit the noise to a specific level at 100 feet and (2) the prevalence of
various types of weather conditions that woul~ enhance the transmission of
sound. This data indicates that the noises associated with drilling
operations (except for venting of the well bore) will be within the Hawaii
County noise guidelines prescribed for the nearest residential receptor. See
Figures C-2, C-3 and C-4, and Table C-1.
Based on the plan to initiate exploration drilling at drill site AI, which is
approximately 10,000 ft., or 1.9 miles, from the nearest residences that could
be downwind of the drilling site under certain meteorological conditions, it
is proposed that sound monitoring for drilling the first well be conducted as
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NOTES REGARDING NOISE FROM GEOTHERMAL OPERATIONS IN PUNA FOREST RESERVE
1. 82 dBA drill rig: Should be inaudible at Kalapana under
all conditions.
• Usually inaudible in National Park, except at nearest
drill site and sound focusing (Condition 1) with light easterly winds
for short time periods.
• Will always meet County Geothermal Guidelines if at least
4,000 feet from residence (Condition 2)*JLf major topographic features
r
shield the sources, then shorter distances will have acceptable sound
levels.
2. 72 dBA drill rig: Can be 1,500 feet from nearest
*residence and meet County Guidelines (all conditions).
• Always~~udible in National Park.
3. Rock muffler - 80 dBA at 100 feet. Contours fall' between
82 dBA drill rig and 72 dBA drill rig.
. .
* It is assumed that under focusing (Condition 1) that noise levels will
fluctuate such that acceptable levels are not exceeded 10% of the time in
a twenty-minute period.
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described below pending the collection and analysis of site specific data on
meteorological and sound propagation conditions, and ~valuation of the
effectiveness of noise attenuation systems and devices that have been applied
in this initial phase of operations. Noise monitoring for subsequent
exploration wells at other drill sites will be modified as may be required
based on the result of monitoring during the drilling of the first well.
The operator is responsible to assure that the equipments being used at the
drilling site when located in a normal pattern relative to other operating
systems, whether operating individually, or in combination, will not produce
noise levels that exceed the prescribed standards. The meteorological
conditions between source and receptor that exists at the time of any sound
propagation will cause a given noise source to reach the receptor at different
levels. For these reasons, it is considered that the county guidelines which
provide for the monitoring of project noise levels at the initiation of
drilling will enable the noise levels to be assessed in relation to the actual
operation occurring at the drilling site and the effectiveness of the noise
attenuation material/devices installed or designed into the various project
equipments. From these data, measured at selected times when meteorological
conditions would enhance sound propagation in the direction of the nearest
residence, a determination can be made as to whether additional sound
attenuation materials or devices need to be applied to one or more of the
operating systems in order to remain in compliance with the Hawaii County
noise guidelines.
. .
After initial monitoring has demonstrated the general effectiveness of noise
mitigation systems applied to the equipment used in the exploration drilling,
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selected noise monitoring will be conducted at each stage of development as
new sites are occupied, as additional equipment and operating systems or new
procedures are introduced into the project site and/or when an adverse
meteorological condition exists that could cause noise standards to be
exceeded. The purpose of the selected monitoring will be to continue to
validate the noise propagation forecasts,and the effectiveness of the noise
mitigation systems applied to the drill rig and associated equipment.
A meteorological monitoring station at the project site is essential to
accumulate data on the range of adverse weather conditions that will cause
sound to travel further or "focus" at random points. The residential areas
(receptors) nearest the project boundary with the potential to experience
noise levels in excess of the country guidelines are the two residences which
are not only closest to the initial project activity, but which are either in
a downwind location due to the nightly drainage winds or within an envelope in
which stagnant air conditions at the project site could cause focusing of
project sounds into these two receptor areas. These two areas are Kaohe
Homesteads and Upper Kaimu Homesteads, approximately 1.9 miles from drill site
AI. During normal tradewind conditions, the nearest downwind residential
property is at a distance in excess of 7 miles.
Permission has been obtained from a resident in Kaohe Homesteads (the nearest
residence to the first drilling site) to measure sound levels in their yard
during evening hours on the day drilling begins and whenever project site
weather conditions would indicate that sound propagation from the project site
could be enhanced in the direction of their home. (Similar permission for
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noise monitoring in Upper Kaimu Homestead was not granted, therefore, another
downwind residence near the project boundary has been , selected to conduct the
same monitoring approach as for Kaohe Homesteads). Project management will
maintain continuing communications with these residents in order to
demonstrate (1) the effectiveness of project noise mitigation measures under
an expanding range of adverse meteorological conditions, or (2) the need to
modify those mitigation measures.
As long as exploration drilling remains in the Northeastern portion of the
subzone, it is believed that these two residential sound receptor locations
will provide an accurate indication of the maximum, audible project noise
sound levels that could be propagated into any surrounding community.
However, noise level measurements of the drilling rig and associated equipment
in operation at the initial drilling site will be made to determine whether
there are basic directional characteristics in the sound propagation pattern.
This knowledge will then be used when drilling at other drilling sites, if
required, by orienting the equipment layout at the drilling sites so as to
minimize sound propagation in the direction of the nearest residential
receptors from the new drill site.
Detailed records will be maintained to provide the necessary data on which to
modify the monitoring program. Records will indicate all reports of
complaints about project noise, the name of the person(s) making the
complaint, the project activity occurring at the time reported in the
complaint, the meteorological conditions prevalent at the time of complaint
and the action taken including, as may be required, sound monitoring at the
complainant's residence by project personnel.
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A project phone number and address will be furnished to community associations
of the communities adjacent to the project boundary prior to initiating
,
project operations. As authorized in the 0 &0, a mobile sound monitoring
capability will be used. This will enable the operator to monitor noise levels
at any of the nearby residences when requested or when a noise complaint is
received.
Alternate monitoring sites will be selected as may be necessary when new
project sites are occupied or if noise complaints are received from any
resident near the project.
. .
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Attached is the report of our archaeological reconnaissance survey
conducted within the conservation district along the access road
alignment and the first drill site. The road alignment and drill
site were surveyed and staked in order to identify the area to be
surveyed which varied from two to five times the dimensions of the
area to be disturbed as directed in the Decision and Order.
As indicated in the survey report, there were no findings of
archaeological significance along the access road and first drill
site.
Archaeological reconnaissance surveys will also be conducted in all
other project sites to be used as those sites are selected. A
research design plan will be submitted for approval if an
archaeological find worthy of preservation or removal is discovered.
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,INTRODUCTION
In early October of 1937 the writer of this report received a
telephone call from Mr. Rod Moss representing Mid-Pacific Geothermal.
Inc. During the course of this conversation a request was made of me
to conduct an archaeological reconnaissance survey on the property
of the Estate of James Campbell in the Puna District, on the island
of Hawaii. Specifically, the area to be investigated follows a pro-
posed road alignment starting one-half of a mile outside of the geo-
thermal resource sUb-zone and culminating at the proposed drill site
designated as A1 (See Map 1.)
After receiving pertinent information on location, permission to
enter the land, as ~ell as to cross other land, I received a Ilgo_
ahead)' on October 23, 1987. Furthermore. I was asked to contact Hr.
Nobu Santo at the offices of Island Survey' Incorporated in Hilo where
I would be able to aquire a copy of the survey map as well as infor-
mation on access to the recently cleared survey line along the pro-
posed road to the well site.
Mr. Santo was exceptionally helpful. even offering to accompany
me through the neighboring lands to the ~urvey start point on the
boundary of Conservation District land. In early November we followed
through with this plan. After arrival at his 'recently cut survey line
through the forest Mr. Santo returned to Ililo and I proceeded to car-
ry out the field reconnaissance portion of this investigation. The
following pages of this report provides the results of this research.
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,AREA
The area surveyed and reported on in this report is
in the Puna District, on the island of Hawaii. It is on
property of the Estate of James Campbell, Tax r·1ap Key:
1-2-10: 3. Here , a p Lanried access road of about 1.6 miles
is planned to link the present Kaohe ho~estead road with
a proposed zeothermal drill site (See Map 1.) The road
corridor with an addition of a buffer on each side (north
and south) ranging between two to five times larger than
the road corridor, was examined in the field. In addition,
an area of approximately two acres surroundins the pro-
posed drill site (AI) was added to the survey.
The archaeological reconnaissance s t ar t ed at the Con-
serva t ion Dist rict boundar-y southeast of Kaohe Ilorie s t eads
and extended into the Geother~al nesource Sub-zone alon~
the northeast rift zone of Kilauea Volcano. It may be fur-
ther be identified as being in the ahupua'a of Kaimu and
r·~akena •
The area is extremely rugged, with several dee~
cracks, crevice~, vent lines and deep tree molds alone
and adjacent to the proposed road corridor. Other than
a1on~ the line cut through the forest by the ensineer's
survey crew that preceeded us to the area, the re~ion ex-
anuned is heavily covered with upland ve::;itation. 'O;ti 'a
and ferns were encountered throughout the area checked.
Hap u l u was especially numerous, and these toe;ether wLt h
the 'olli'a form the upper canopy of the forest. In most
cases this reaches 30 to 65 feet in height and effec-
tively restricts a cood deal of the sunlight to the un-
derstory of the forest. Here other ferns such as uZuhe,
and vines such as 'ie'ie~ form a tangle underfoot. In
addition Guava (Psidium guajava), grasses and wild or-
chids make their appearance where sunli5ht filters
through the vegetation canopy. ~hroughout the period in
the field, the area was especially difficult to examine,
for once off the survey centerline already cleared by
the encineerins crew visual inspection was limited to
perhaps ten to twenty-five feet.
The study area shows an elevation raneing from a
low of 1340 feet above sea level at the eastern start-
3
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ins point of the survey to a hiGh of about 1530 feet at
the drill site on the west (~ee Map 2.) najnfall io
fairly hieh an~ althou~h there is no record for the im-
~ediate vicinity of the area of our concern , I would ex-
pect s orae t hLng in the order of. b et wee n 150 to 200 inc he s
a year. ~hrouehout most of the first day in the fiel c
rain fell almost constantly and at times very hcavil~.
Low lyinG pockets of soil overlaying pa~oehoe produces
small ~uddy ponds of underte~ined depth. In some cases
I had to trample through these basins never really
knowine how deep they miGht be. Fortunately I did not
sink much more than a foot into the muck and cold water.
Slsewhere insecure footing forced me on a number of
occasions to slide to the bottom of an incline. Work
under these conditions was anything but safe and secure.
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METHODOLOGY AND PDJDINGS
Basic field data for this report was obtained
through a procedure or technique known as a recon-
naissance survey. This is quite often the initial or
preliminary archaeolosical examination. It nor~ally in-
cludes visual observation and recording while walkins
over the area to be investigated. It includes note-tak-
inG, photosraphs where applicable, Qay add other illus-
trative methods of recordins data, and always includes
reco~endations as to archaeological sisnificance of
the area so that it can be deteriained if further archae-
ological work is necessary.
In this instance I alone carried out the survey on
the first day in the field although as previously ~en­
tioned I was accompanied by ~r. Mobu Santo. However,
once at t he be~innine; of the proposed road alliG~cnt
he left rne in order to return to Hilo while I proceeded
to exanine the road corridor, the buffer zone, the drill
site, and the area surroundinG the drill site. A total
of ten hours were expended on that first day in the field.
After workine on the report I found I may not have cover-
ed the required width for the buffer zone to the north
and south of the road corridor and I therefore returned
a second day withrny son Ken in order to insure the re-
quLr-ed cover-age of an area "two .t o five t Lmes larcer
than the actual access road corridor." As a result, a
total of 26 rnanhours, over a two-day period, was expend-
ed in field work.
,
As stated in the Land Board's decision of April 11,
1986, which set the require~ents for the investiGation,
I conducted a~ archaeological reconnaissance survey for
the access road to Drill Site Al, the drill site itself,
and a buffer zone on each side of the road corridor and
around the drill site (See Maps.) ~hrou6hout the field
exar.:ination I found nothinG to indicate past use of the
study area. In other words I did not find the presence
of any human activity renains \'lithin the area that I
investigated. In addition to the 1.6 mile transect alon:
the proposed road corridor we followed a second transect
approxirnately 30 to 40 feet north of the centerline (lnd
roughly parallel to it, and a third parallel tran~cct
~ ~- ,"""",", --,-,_ _ ._-""""'--"~'~~_A_ ~_~_"-----'~ ' --
about equal distance south of the centerline. This eave
us coveraGe of a corridor strip of 100 feet or more in
width. Likewise, we 1nvestieated a similar buffer in the
vic inity of the drill sit e. Here we must have examined
close to three acres of land surroundin~ the mid-point
of the drill site.
Previous archaeological fieldwork conducted by Paul
H. nosendahl, Ph.D., Inc. within the Geothermal Resource
Subzone includes five transects north, southeast, and
east of the area reported on in this report (H2.un, et aI,
1985.) In only one of these areas examined, that of
transect five, did field crews come across probable
archaeolosical rewains. This included five to six cairns
and mo und s on the southeast summit of I!eiheiahulu, aor;c
1.1 miles south of the nearest area covered in our
fie Ldwo r-k,
In nearby Kahauale'a a reconnaissance survey was
conducted b~r Hommon (1982) \'lithout findinc any t hLng of
archaeoloe;ical siGnificanc e. Here too TIo s endahl .(1985)
undertook a rJore recent field exar.1ination and :tc;ain
found nothinc of cultural value. Additionally, an adden-
dum by Rosendahl to the previously rJentioned report by
Haun and o t he r s (1985) reports on the use 0:;'''' a heli-
copter to nakc a low altitude aerial ~econnaissance ot'
the proposed developnent area. lie landed and added J.
sixth transect to Haun' s vror-k, 'I'his transect is about
three and a half miles west of our study area. On this
trip nosendahl also landed to exanu.ne an area adj ac ent
to Haun's transect five at Heiheiahulu pu'u.
,
When we examine other than archaeolocical data we
find nothing of a specific reference to the study area.
Holoes (1982) mentions the U.S. Sxplorins Expedition of
1840 following a trail south of and parallelinc the east
rift zone from near Kalalua crater to Kaooho , lIe also '
mentions that the forest zone of Kahaual~'a was ex-
ploited for its birds and for wood £atherinc. In addi-
tion, we read that the uplands of Kupahua, Kapaahu,
Kainu, r':akena and Kal.apana wer-e ext ensiveLy plant ed in
abori~inal times (Handy and Handy, 1972.)
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SUMrr1ARY, CONCLUSIONS AHD RECor.1~mNDATIml
No archaeoloGical site3, features or- data sup-
porting human activity within the study area wa3 found
durin:::; our investigation. Uonetheless, I caution those
that Qi~ht be tempted, therefore, to transfer an ex-
pectation or belief that other areas within the larGer
Geothermal nesource Subzone are also free of cultural
remains. From an exa~ination of the li~ited literature
I \llould expect to find somethinc;, however- confined the
data. The likely location for cultural naterial comine
to liGht i3 along or near the southern border and land:
hmetliately to the south. Already found here are the
only probable sites recorded to nov , ':'hese are the fc\:
cairns and no und s near the summf, t of Heiheiahu Lu , Dat ~'.
of a non-archaeological nature also sU3cests the POS3~­
bility of at least so~e use of the southern portion o~· .
the proposed development area and if thi3 be true th3n
the reeion between Pu'u Kauka and Heiheiahulu and the
upper Kairnu Homesteads is perhaps the more likely lo-
cation for cultural remains.
Finally, and in conclusion, let me reiterate ~y
previous state~~nt that no archaeological material was
found durinc; our survey Of the area delineated in thi3
report. Dased on this, as well as my lnvesti~ation of
the linited literature, I find no archaeoloc~cal 3iC-
nificance for the area investisated and I therefore
r-ecommend no further vror-k be required for that area.
,
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GLOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN WORDS
,
ahupua'a
J:apu'u
'ie'ie
'~lli 'a
pahoehoe
pu'u
uZ.uhe
A land division usually extending from the UD-
lands to the sea. ~o called because the bound-
ary ~'ra3 marked by a heep (ahlt) of stones.
An endemic tree fern (Cibot~uw Sp.) common
in many forests of Hawaii.
An endemic woody, branchinG cli~ber (Freyclne-
tia arborea) growing luxuriantlv in forests at
altitudes of about 1500 feet. W
A tree (~etrosideros rnacropus, ~. colllna).
~nooth, unbroken,type of lava. As contrasted
Nith 'a 'a.
Any kind of a protuberance. A ,h i l l , peak,
mound, bUlee, heap, knob, etc.
All Hawaiian species of false sta~horn fern
(D1crano~teris linearis).
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Appendix E
Letter to DLNR
DATED:
----
Attached is a report of a biological survey of the land areas to be
impacted by clearing and grading for an access road and drilling
site within the geothermal project site. The area surveyed was two
to five times larger than the dimensions of the areas to be cleared
for project activities. As indicated in the report, no endangered
species were sighted along the access road and around the first
drilling site. However, based on the survey's sighting of two
trees being considered for listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service as endangered species (Bobea timonioides and Tetraplasandra)
along or adjacent to the access road, the road will be deviated east
of survey stakes #48 and #58 (Figure I-A) to avoid these trees. In
addition, the drill site, AI, will be relocated east of the
originally designated site by 300 feet to avoid clearing an area of
10hiia a-(2) forest which contains a resident population of a native
bird (not endangered), the Hawaili 'elepaio.
Biological surveys will also be conducted in all other project sites
to be used as those sites are selected. These surveyed areas
establish a baseline of biological data for monitoring future
impacts that are the result of project activity. While numerous
exotic plants are evident along the 'access route and around the
first drill site periodic biological monitoring surveys will be
conducted in these areas with particular emphasis along roads and
clearings to assess the introduction or spread of existing exotic
plants in. and adjacent to the cleared areas and to provide the basis
for determining the need for control measures to limit further
spread of such plants. The results of the periodic follow-up
surveys and proposed methods for control of exotic plants adjacent
to areas cleared for project operations will be submitted to DLNR
for review and approval.
During the continuation and expansion of project activities, any
areas encountered that are detenmined to be appropriate for
designation as botanical sanctuaries will be reported to the land
owner as a basis for discussion with DLNR.
Water Analysis.
The D &0 also required that water samples be collected for analysis
prior to initiating drilling of th~ first well in each development
area, and after completion of well testing. A licenced water
quality testing laboratory will collect samples of water from
laboratory catchment containers for analysis in the nearest
residential area which is in a prevailing downwind direction from
the drilling site. Results will be submitted to DLNR, the Health
Department, and the County of Hawaii.
. .
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,BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
OF THE
PROPOSED ACCESS ROAD
AND
WELL SITE 1
BLNR DESIGNATED GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE SUBZONE
MIDDLE EAST RIFT ZONE OF KILAUEA
PUNA DISTRICT, ISLAND OF. HAWAI'I
Nov.mber 14, 1987
by
Charl.. H; Lamoureux
Winona P. Char
Paul Higaahino
Maile S. Kjargaard
PREPARED FOR:
TRUE/MID PACIFIC GEOTHERMAL VENTURE
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INTRODUCTION
On 14 November 1987 a biological baseline survey wa.
r
,/
J
conduc~ed o~ ~he propo.ed acce•• road and well .i~e 1. The road
and well .i~e had recen~ly been .urveyed and .~akedl r.~erence i.
made throughout this report to -.take # __., the .urveyor'••take.
placed at irregular in~erval. along the acce.. road.
location. are indicated on FIG. 1.
METHODOLOGY
Their
The .~udy covered the area. be~ween .~ake # 48 (ju.t
outside, or ea.~ o~, the conservation di.tric~ boundary) and
stake # 67 (a~ well .ite 1). The ornithologi.~ proceeded in
advance o~ the botani.ts, to avoid undue disturbance to birds,
and at each s~ake she conducted a .tandard 8-minute cen.u. o~ all
bird. .een or heard.
The botani.ts surveyed an ar.a o~ 7~ to 100 ~.et in width
with it. center line along the center line o~ the road alignment.
In three place. where the propo.ed road align.ent deviated to the
south o~ the .urveyor'. line to avoid geological hazard.,
(b.tween .take. 48 and ~O, with a deviation o~ 50 ~eet at .take
491 be~ween .~ake. SS and S7, with a deviation o~ ~O ~.et at
.~ak. S6, be~ween .~ak•• 58 and 60, wi~h a deviation o~ lS0 ~••t
a~ .~ak. S9), the center line o~ the .urvey area ~ollowed the
propo••d road .lignmen~ rather than the .urv.yor's line. At well
sit. 1 an area o~ about SOO ~eet square wa••urveyed, c.nt.red on
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.take 67, i.e., an area about twice a. great a. the propo.ed area
to be cleared for well .1te 1. All va.cular plant .pec1e.
encountered were recorded, and note. made of their abundance.
Ob.ervat1on. of vegetation .tructure were made, including
information on .1ze and condition of do.1nant tree .pec1e.,
extent of canopy cover, and nature and extent of the .ubcanopy
and understory.
RESULTS
1. FLORA
All .pec1e. of va.cular plant. ob.erved are l1.ted in
TABLE I. A total of 103 .pec1e. and varieties were found, of
w~1ch 68 were native, (51 endemic to the Hawaiian islands, 17
1nd1genou., native in Hawa1'1 and el.ewhere), and 35 were .pec1e.
introduced to Hawa1'1 by human. (3 by the Polyne.1an .ettler., 32
.1nce European contact).
Two .pec1e. were encountered which are being con.1dered
for l1.t1ng by the U. S. F1.h and Wildlife Service (1980) a.
endangered .pec1e., Bobea t1mon101de. (Hook. f.) Hillebr.
and Tetrapla.andra hawa11en.1. Gray var. hawa11en.1••
Bobea t1mon101de. 1. a Category 1 .pecie., one for
which the Service had .ufficient information to .upport the
biological appropr1atene•• of li.ting, but for which .data .till
needed to be collected concerning the environ.ental and economic
impact. of li.ting and de.1gnat1on of Critical Habitat. It ha.
been found in many place. in the Puna D1.tr1ct in recent year••
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thr.at.n.d, but ~or yhich .u~~ici.nt in~orMation ya. not y.t
availabl. to biologically .upport a propo••d rul•• It i. not
curr.ntly con.id.r.d a high priority it•• ~or li.ting .inc. it.
rang. ha. b••n .hoyn to b. Mor••xt.n.iv. than pr.viou.ly
b.li.v.d.
2. VEGETATION
Th. v.g.tation o~ th. Puna G.oth.r.al Ar.a had pr.viou.ly
b••n d••crib.d and .app.d (Char and Lamour.ux, 19a~a, 19a~b)
Moat o~ th. road and th. y.ll .it. ar. in ~or••t
d••crib.d in .arli.r r.port. aa W.t 'ohi'a ~or••t yith nativ•
• O.ci•• and .xotic .hrub., and d.liMit.d on th. v.g.tation .ap.
in Char and LaMour.ux, (19a~a) a. ·ohia-a(2)·. Thi. ~or••t i.
do.inat.d by 'ohi'a-l.hua (thr•• vari.ti•• o~ M.tro.id.ro.
collina), yhich ~orM. th. canopy lay.r. Tr••• ar. matur."
ranging ~ro. 20 to 60 ~••t in h.ight. In .0.. plac.. th. canopy
ia clo••d (>60~ cov.r) yith MO.t or all tr••• h.althy, in oth.r
plac.. Mor. op.n and many o~ th. tr... ar. d.ad. In oth.r yord.
th.r. ar. patch•• o~ 'ohi'a di.back in th. ~or••t. Th. mor.
co••on .ubcanopy tr••• includ. both nativ••p.ci••, (~opiko -
P.ychotria hawaii.n.i., kawa'u - Il.x anomala, and ham.
- Antid••ma platyphyllum), and introduc.d .p.ci••, (guava -
P.idium guajava and .trawb.rry guava - Psidium
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C.~~l.i.nu~. Tr•• ~.rn. (h.pu'u - Cibo~ium gl.ucum .nd
h.pu'u 'i'i - Cibo~ium eh.mi.soi> .r. common. Th. domin.n~
.hrub ~hroughou~ ~h. .r.. i. ~h. in~rodue.d v••dy K.l.b.r
••l ••~om. (K.l••~om. m.l.b.~hrieum>, bu~ .om. n.~iv••hrub•
• r. r.l.~iv.ly co••on, including k.n.v.o (Brou•••i.i•
• rgu~.>, M•••ki (Pip~uru. h.v.ii.n.i.>, 'oh.lo
(V.ceinium c.lycinum>, Cl.rmon~i. p.rvi~lor., .nd
Cyr~.ndr. p.ludo••, .long vi~h ~h. in~roduc.d ~himbl.b.rry
(Rubu. ro•••~oliu.>. In more clo••d p.r~. o~ ~h. ~or••~ ~h.
~r•••, ~r.. ~.rn., .nd .hrub. .uppor~ d.n.. m..... o~ .piphy~••,
including ••ny ~.rn. (li.~.d in T.bl. I>, .0•••••nd liv.rvor~••
In more op.n pl.c•• ~h.r••r ••x~.n.iv. p.~ch•• o~ uluh. ~.rn.
(Oier.nop~.ri••m.rgin.~••nd O. lin••ri.> 3 ~o 8 ~••~ d••p.
B.~v••n .~.k•• 64 .nd 66 i ••n .r•• vh.r. ~h. 'ohi'.
~r....r. v.ry vid.ly .c.~~.r.d .nd ~h. uluh. ~.rn i.
p.r~icul.rly d.n••~ Thi••r •• v•• d••crib.d •• 'Ohi'.
voodl.nd vi~h uluh., .nd d••ign.~.d •• ·ohi. - uluh.· on
v.g.~.~ion ••p. in our ••rli.r r.por~ (Ch.r .nd L.mour.ux, 1985.).
A~ v.ll .it. on. the 'ohi'. ~or••~ v•• compo••d o~ ~.irly
•••11 tr•••, 2~ ~o 30 ~••~ t.ll, vith .n op.n c.nopy. Th.r. v••
• d.n•• und.r.~ory o~ K.l.b.r m.l••tom. (.bout 60X eov.r). Thi•
• r.. m.y h.v. b••n u••d by hum.n. in ~h. p••~, .inc. the only
kukui tr•• (Al.urit•• moluee.n.> .nd '.v.puhi ging.r
(Zingib.r z.rumb.~> v. ~ound v.r. at this .it••
w. no~.d .ign. o~ ~.r.l pig .ctivity throughou~ the ar••,
.nd .neoun~.r.d on. soy vith young during our .urv.y. In pl.c••
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Yhere pig. have rooted, and in .mall open yet area. yhere they
have YalloYed, are a number o~ introduced yeeds yhich are u.ually
not ~ound in undisturbed ~ore.t. The.e include a ~ern
(Athyriop.is japonica), broo••edge (Andropogon
virginicu.), Cali~orniagra•• (Brachiaria mutica), Hilogra••
(Pa.palum coniugatum), a .edge (Cyperu. ha.pan),
Yaterpur.elane (LudYigia palu.tri.), St.30hn.Yort
(Hypericum mutilum), drymaria (Drymaria cordata), and
fireYeed (Erechtit•• valerianaefolia). A feY ••all taro
plant. (Coloca.ia e.culenta) yere ~ound in .o.e old yalloy••
3. AVIFAUNA
See .eparate report by Kjarg~ard attached a. APPENDIX I.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
1. Bobea timonioide.z Tyo tree. o~ t~i. Category 1
plant yere encountered. One ya. ju.t at the con.ervation
di.trict boundary, and about ~ ~eet north of the .urveyor'.
line. At this point the road i. planned to veer .0uthYard, and
if the curve to the .outh begin. perhaps ~O ~eet out.ide the
conservation di.trict line, in.tead o~ right on the line, this
tree can be avoided. The .econd tree i. about ~O feet ea.t of
.take ~8 and about ~ feet north of the .urveyor'. line. The road
i. planned to veer .outh .tarting at .take ~8.
« :
If the curve to
the south yere to begin perhap. 100 feet ea.t o~ .take ~8 this
tree can be avoided.
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All but one wa. more than
damaged by road con.truction.
~ir.t Bobea tree, right at the con••rvation di.trict
boundary, but about 10 ~••t .outh o~ the .urveyor'. line. At
thi. point the road i. .uppo••d to v.er .outhward. I~, a •
• ugg••ted in the paragraph above, the .outhward curve were to
begin .lightly out.ide the con••rvation di.trict , in.t.ad o~
ju.t at the boundary, thi. tree could b. avoid.d too•
.
3. Adenophoru. p.ri.n.: A .p.cial ••arch wa••ad. ~or
thi. Cat.gory 1 plant. w. did not ~ind any. Thi. ar.a i. below
the .l.vation the elevation wh.r. thi. ~.rn i. known to occur in
Puna. Al.o, mo.t o~ the 'ohi'a tre•• in the ar.a ar.
characterized by having bark that p••l. o~~ in large .trip••
Since the.e tr.e••hed their bark r.gularly, they do not dev.lop
the den.e coating o~ .0•••• and liverwort. on their bark which
~or.. the .ub.trat. on which A. p.rien. grow••
4. Buteo 801itariu.: The Hawaiian hawk, or 'I'o, wa. not
.ncountered during our .urv.y, although it undoubtedly occur. in
the ar.a• The propo••d con.truction would b. unlikely to have
• igni~icant adv.r.e e~~ect. on the hawk population, unle.. n••t.
were to be d••troy.d. w. did not ~ind any ne.t. along the
. .
propo.ed road or at the well .ite.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. No 11.ted endanger&d .pec1e. were encountered during our
.urvey, but three tr••• were ~ound which could b. damaged by road
con.truct1on. W. recommend that, in the two place••p.c1~1ed above, the
planned .outhward deviation o~ the road ~rOM the .urv.yor'. line
.hould b.g1n a ~.w ~e.t .a.t o~ the place. 1nd1cat.d on the
surveyor'. plan, thus avoiding th••• tr••••
2. Th. area now contain. a large population o~ introduced
woody .hrub. and tr•••, particularly Malabar m.la.tom.,
.trawb.rry gu.v., and gu.v.. It 1. unl1k.ly th.t con.truct1on
.ct1v1t1e. will h.v. Much .~~.ct on th.1r .bund.nc. or
d1.tr1but1on. How.v.r, th.r••r • .••v.r.l oth.r w••d. th.t could
1ncr.... in numb.rs and b.com. more w1d.ly d1.tr1buted a. a
con••qu.nc. o~ op.n1ng up the ~or••t •• con.truct1on occur••
Th••••r. the .p.c1•• curr.ntly •••0c1.t.d with p1g-d1.turb.d
.r•••, .uch a. broo•••dg., C.l1~orn1.gr•••, H110gra••,
Cyp.ru. h••p.n, .nd ~1r'Y••d. Oth.r w••d., not now in the
.re., could also .nt.r. To .vo1d th1. w. r.co•••nd th.t:
•• ro.d con.truct1on M.thod. .hould be pl.nned to
1nvolv. a. 11ttl. d1.turb.nc••• po••1ble b.yond the .dg. o~ the
road. Th1. Might 1nclud. u.1ng .011 .nd rock. ~roM high point.
to ~1ll in low .• pot. rath.r th.n bulldozing th.M into r1dg.. .t
the .1d.. o~ the ro.d.
b. the w.ll .1t. and ro.d margin. b. mon1tor.d ~or w••d.,
and that .ppropr1.t. w••d control M.thod. b. u••d on all cle.r.d
- 8 -
(Appropriate method. might include both mechanical
or Roundup).
' . a r g i n. and open road.id•• are prime sites ~or weed coloni%ation.
Most weedy species require high light intensities to grow well,
and such sites are open to ~ull sunlight. I~ such areas are kept
shaded they are les. likely to be coloni%ed by weeds. Thus as
~ew tree. as pos.ible should be be removed ~rom roadsides.
During construction i~ trees are simply bulldo%ed aside and, with
o~her vege~ation, rock., and soil are piled up into windrows,
these rubble piles will soon be covered with weeds.
cons~ruc~ion process many 'ohi'a tree. will be cut.
In the
The wood
they produce .ay con.~itute a re.ource valuable enough to make i~
worth .elling and trucking ~he log. o~~ the site, which would
signi~icantly reduce the volume o~ rubble pile.. We recommend
tha~ you look in~o ~he ~ea.ibility o~ thi••
4. A lot o~ good quality tree ~ern Chapu'u and hapu'u-'i'i)
will al.o have to be re.oved during con.truc~ion. The ~ern log•
• hould be .arketable ~o orchid grower. or nur.eries, and should
more than repay the co.~ o~ hauling the. o~~ the site. However,
the top ~oot or two o~ each ~ern .te., containing the apical bud,
.hould be retained and replan~ed on the site. Thi. would meet
. '
the s~ate require.ent that any landscaping be done with native
species. Mor. importantly, it would provide a quick .ource o~
shad. on rubble pil.. and road margin., which .hould reduce the
- 9 -
weed proble••
~. We have looked a~ ~he area around ~he propo.ed well .i~e ~o
.ee i~ ~here are nearby area. where clearing ~he .i~e would have
di~~eren~ environmen~al impac~.. The .i~e now de.igna~.d i.
an area o~ 'ohi'a a-(2) ~ore.~, bu~ ju.~ ~o ~he ea.~ i. a
more open 'ohi'a - uluhe woodland. Selec~ing a well .i~e in
~he woodland would involve cu~~ing ~ewer ~ree. ~han in ~he
~ore.~. However, ~h. ~ore.~ a~ ~he de.igna~.d .i~e i.
bo~anically degrad.d, wi~h a v.ry d.n•• und.r.~ory o~ "alabar
m.la.~ome. The uluh. £.rn in ~h. woodland i. a na~iv. Hawaiian
.p.cie., which r ••ul~. in ~h. p.rcen~ag. o~ cov.r o~ na~iv•
• pecie. b.ing higher in ~h. woodland ~han in ~hi. par~icular
pa~ch o~ ~ore.~. No rare .pe~i•• w.r. ~ound in ei~her .i~e.
Thu., £ro. a bo~anical .~andpoin~ ~h. curr.n~ly d••igna~ed w.ll
.i~•••••• appropria~.. On ~h. o~h.r h~nd, ~h.r. i. a r ••iden~
popula~ion o~ a na~iv. bird, ~h. Hawai'i '.l.paio in ~h. ~or••~
.i~e bu~ no~ in ~h. woodland. While bird. ar. able ~o move ~o
avoid con.~ruc~ion ac~ivi~i••, ~h. '.lepaio ~end. ~o b.
~.rri~orial in i~. habi~. and .ay no~ move a••a.ily a••0 ••
o~h.r .p.ci... I~ wa. rare along ~h. propo••d roadway, and ~h.
larg••~ popula~ion encoun~ered wa. a~ ~h. w.ll .i~e. Th.
'elepaio i. no~ li.~.d a. an .ndang.r.d .p.ci... Taking all ~hi.
in~o accoun~, ~here i. no compelling .nvironm.n~al rea.on ~o
.hi£~ ~he well .i~e a ~.w hundred £ee~ ea.~ward, bu~ you may wan~
~o consid.r ~hi. op~ion i£ ~h. geology o~ ~h••i~e i. a.
£avorabl. a. ~ha~ a~ ~h. curr.n~ly d••igna~ed .i~••
- 10 -
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TABLE 1. PLANT SPECIES CHECKLIST· -
Families are arranged alphabetically within each of
three groups: Ferns and Fern Allies, Monocotyledons, and
Dicotyledons. Taxonomy and nomenclature ' of the 'Ferns and
Fern Allies follow Lamoureux's unpublished checklist of'
Hawaiian ferns; taxonomy and nomenclature of the flowering
plants (Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons) follow St. John
(1973) except where more commonly accepted names are listed.
Hawaiian names used in the checklist are in accordance with
Porter (1972) or St. John (1973).
For each species the' following information is provided:
1. Scientific name with author citation.
2. Common English or Hawaiian name, when known.
3. Biogeographic status of the species. The following
symbols are used:
E = endemic - native to the Hawaiian Islands only,
not occurring naturally elsewhere.
I = indigenous a .na t i ve to . the Hawaiian Islands and
also to one or more other geographic
areas.
P = Polynesian = plants of Polynesian introduction;
all those plants brought by the
Polynesian immigrants prior to contact
with the Western world.
X = exotic or introduced = not native to the Hawaiian
Islands; brought hereintentially or
accidentally by man after Western contact.
TABLE I.
STAM
I~
I AspleniUII lobulitUII Mett.
I Aspleni. nide L.
Pt.Nl BEOMRJIlI:t. ARBl
PLANT Cl-ECKLIST: OCCESS ROOD IN) lEU. SITE 1
pi'ipi'i-liu-.anaaa~'anili'i
'tkMli
~I RI~
X Athyriopsis jiponici (Thunb.) Dling
E Diplazi. SiI'ldMichii1lWl (Prw!U Dills
X BllChnUII occidtntil. L.
IBTI~
I Microltpii strigou (Thunb.) Prw!l
!DI~
E CibotiUII chililissoi Kiulf.
E Cibotiu. gliuc. (J. s..) Hook. I AMI.
~
E EI~louUII il.t. &iud. Vir. pll"Yilqu.ll (Skottsb.) Ands. I Crosby
E El~losl. crHlifoli. (Glud.) And. I Crosby
E Eliplloglos.. hirtu. (SM.) C. Dlr. VU'••iclIS (MItt.) C. Dlr.
E El~los.. ptlluc:id. &iud.
E EliphogloslUl...... (LUII"SI.) C. Cn-.
ID£NI~
E Dicranoptll"is lIIIr1inah (Bra.) Rob.
I Dicranopttris linNris (BunI.) l.IndIrte.
ho'i'o
bltc:hnua ftr"ft
palii, palipilii
hipU'u-'i'i
hipu'u
'McJha-ula, hot-~ui
'tlulhi-ula, hot-......ui
'tlulhi-ula, hot-~ui
'Ibh.-ula, ha.-i~ui
, tkJhI-ula, hot-l-flliui
ull.
ull.
I
IAfIIIT~
I ~
E
E~ E
h~ylloidts (Kiulf.) Hook. I Grwv.
pinnltifidus Glud.
~s t..,.ilCinus (Kiul f.) Hook. & Grwv. v.... t..,.isc:inus
tripirNtifidus Glud.
Gra..itis tlntlli Kiulf. '
pai, palii-huna
kol.lo, lIIhina-lu
~CillistOpttriSbildwinii (uton) Coptl.
I EionocmIus .inutus (Bl..) v. d. Bosch
E Mec:odi.~. (&iud.) c.l.
E ~ioni. liJ'lCt!101.tu. (Hook. , AM\.) Capel.
E SphHl"OCioniUII obtulUII (Hook. & Am.) Coptl.
'ohi'a-ku
J)llii-hiNhini
Pilii-Ilu-li'i
I
< I STAM OOT~Ia:L fA£
E V.wlvnbosc:hia cyrtotheca (Hill ... ) Copel.
E VilIdtnbosc:hia dlvallioides (Giud.) Copel.
I ~is chirwnsil (L.) Muon
II¥:EAE
. E LycopodiUl JtIyllillthtll Hook. & Am.
palli-hihi
......'iol.
Irlllm
E Karlttil douglilii (Presl)~
LIIMIE
I Nlphrolfpis cordi folia (L.) Prftl
I NIPlrolepis filaItlb (L.) Schott
X Nlphrollpis IUltiflora (Aollb.) Jarrwtt fll Merion
111m
I PllOPlltis thunblrgi&nl Kaulf.
pala, Qpqi' i hold
ni' ani' au, kupukupu,' okupukupu
ni' ani' au, kupukupu,~
hairy SIIOl"d flm
'1kJM-' akoln, ~kJha
I
REI:
I
I
I
Plilotlll e:a-planatlll SM.
Plilotlll e:a-planatlll Xnudlll
PlUotlil nudlll (L.) llHuv.
.ell, pipi
hybrid mI
.ell, pipi
UE I ACF~
E 51lllil'll111 II'tNIcula (Kaulf.) Spring
Lal~
X O1"ist.lla 9"bb (Forsk.) 1lr'OllftUY & JtnIY
I X Olrist.lla parlliti~a (L.) l.PII.
I X MIcrothllypt il tOr'l"fti&nl (&Iud.) O1ing
E PlwuMtopt is NI'ldwianis (Jlroldt.) Holtt.
P Col~a.ia tsCUllflta (L.) Schott
X Cyprus hupan L.
X Kyllingil lnYifolil RoUb.
I Mldtllrina lIl"iscoidis (Gaud.) I<II"n ssp. .-ywnii (Kunth) Koy-.
. .
kilo, tiro
kili'o'opu, kyllingia
'uki, 'Ihl-niu
j
]
J
"UEAE
~
~
.11a1E
Page 3
STRnIS OOTII4ICA.. IRE
E Ahynchospol"a lav.... Gaud.
x Rndropogon virginicus L.
X Axonopus affinis Chase
X BrachiiJ"ia ..tica IFOI"Ik.) Shpf
X Opli~ hirtellus 1L.) BHuv.
X Pupal. conjugat. s.rg.
X Pupal. orbicularw Font. f.
X 5Icciolepil indica 1L.) O'IiY
E S.i11ll s.andMiClftlis Kunth
C(JID tAlE
koolohia, pu'uko'a
~~
~IHved carprigrass
CalifOl"ftiagrul
honohorlo-kukui, buketgrUI
..u' u-+tilo, Hilo grul
..u'u-laiki, r ic:egrus
6lllWOOdgrui
hoi-kuahi"i
I~
X Arundina bubusMfolia lRoxb.) Lindl.
X Spathoglottil plicat. 81.
bIIIIboo orchid
Philippi,. ground orchid
llEIKEE
P Zingiblrz~ 1L.) RoscoI '-.pjIi kill hi"i
j
~
I E Alyxia oliv.forlis Gaud. ..il.
IRLllaAE
E Un anoula Hook. l Am. Jt.I'u
r-I~ E TltraplUll'ldra "--ilMit Sray vr. "--ilMit
~DryIIIria cordata IL.) WiUd. IX R. l S.
~IT~
'oht
. .
I
I
lamE
I
I AdInost_ lavenia IL.) Kh••
X AgtI"at. conyzoidtl L.
X Agtrat. houstoni..... MiU.
X En!chti t" valerilNlfolia (1'01f) DC.
X Eupatorillll ripari. "-gIl
E VacciniU8 cillyciJlUll s..
kIIIInIMftI
agtI"at-, ..ilt-hohono
agtI"at.
fil"lllRd
HaMkIll pIIIIlwli
Pag. 4
STAllS
RBIIrB£
P Alturitn .olucciN (L.) Willd.
E Antidesu platyp,yllu.~
GEStERIIrB£
E Cyrtandra p&ludosa 6&ud. VM'. int.ifolia Hilltbr.
E Cyrtmfra piludosa Gaud. VM'. irrostrab St.Jdm
IFERfE
IIrB£
E CltrlOntia hiNaiiensis (Hilltbr.) Rock
E Cltl'Wlntia pil"Viflora Gaud••x Gray
. f.Ui~HIIWtTACB£
X Mllutou .1lbathriC\ll L.
ltADE
E Myrtinl 1t5l1riiiN A. IX:.
kukui
h-.
St. Johl'lllO't
'oha-bplu
Itol....lau-ftUi
E Mltrosict.ros collil'li (J.R. ,&. Forst.) Gray vr. glablrri. (Lrtl.) Aock 'ohi'~lthu.
E Mltroside'os colliN (J.A. , &. Forst.) Gray var. inciN (Lrtl.) Rock 'chi'~llhu.
E Mltroside'os collil'll (J. R. , &. Forst.) Gray vr. lIICI"OPhylla Rock 'chi' ~lthu.
X Psidiu. c~tl.illU SUinl fONl cattl.illU strlllblrTy gu.va, ...i ...i-'ulua
X Psidiu. cattl.illU Sabinl fcna luc:idu. DIg. )911e- strltfbtrry gu.vl, ...i.i
X Psidi. guajava L. glllVl, ku.a
ASItADE
I PilOftil uallifll"l (J. R. , &. Forst.) SIlL
I
PIPER:EAE
I
I
I Ludwigia octivalvis (J.cq.) RaYlft
X Ludwigia palustris (L.) Ell.
E PIptroIIia cookiiN C. Dc.
E PIptroIIil hypoltuCa Miq. - VM'. hypoltuCl
E Ptptro.ia lati folia IUq.
~l., priWOM _ille-
.11" pqrsellnl
'ala'al~i-nui
'III'al~i-nui
'ala'al~i-nui
- -- -- - -
STATUS OOT~IOl. tAl:
I ~it1 tltrtl~ylltl (Font. f.) Hook. l Arft. YaJ'. tetrotPtylltl
ctJIO tAl:
, tlltl'tllo1-Mtli-nui
'alWcN
pilo, kopa
IIInono
..ill pilill
kofJiko
X Rubus rostlIfolius s..
E Bobetl timnioidlts (Hook. f.) Hilltbr.
E I:oproIM oc:hrtlCN OliYll' Yr. rockitlnl OliYll'
E Goulditl tlrl"llinllis (Hook. lAm.) Hill....
X Plldlritl folttidl t,
E Psychotritl htlNliilMis (&rIY) Fosb. Yr. IwMiilMis
E Pl1H elusi.folio1 Grly Yr. eunNttl st. John & HI.- o1lllli
IIFRAlREE
E Brousuilio1 t1J'1uto1 &Iud.
IFERAE
X c.ntllli uiltiel (lo) lHJIn
IURTIrJIEE
E Pipturus h..ilMil 1.r11.
I
II
II
II
II
II
[I
..
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APPENDIX I
Basel ine avian su~vey, p~oposed access ~oad and we11site A1,
geothe~ma1 ~esou~c. subzone, Puna Fo~est Rese~ve, Puna, Hawai i.
Maile S. Kja~gaa~d, Volcano, Hawai i
Novemb.~ 14, 1987.
A. Methods
I conducted standa~d eight minute census.s (s.e Ramsey and
Scott, 1979 fo~ methods) at designated staKe numbe~s f~om the
conse~vation zone bounda~y to the we11site. All bi~ds seen o~
hea~d we~e counted du~ing these inte~va1s. Obs.~vations of
unusual species o~ pe~tinent biological details made between sta-
tions we~e also noted.
B. Annotated species 1 ist
Status symbols follow Pyle (1983)
scientific and ve~nacula~ names follow the
Ch.cKl ist of No~th Am.~ican Bi~ds (1983).
(see attached sheet),
6th edition of the AOU
FAMILY PHASIANIDAE (QUAILS, PHEASANTS, FRANCOLINS)
Lophura leucomelana Kal ij Ph.asant
Fn
Rare; appa~antly not particularly s.lective about subcanopy
composition where it occurs in the survey ar.a since it was found
in both major vegetation typ.s •
FAMI LY TIMALI I DAE (BABBLERS)
Garrulax canorus M.lodious Laughing-th~ush
Fl
Common in the low.r portion of the study area; ra~er in the
less disturbed regions near the proposed w.llsite.
FAMILY TURDIDAE (THRUSHES)
Pha,ornis obscyrus obscurus
R.
'Oma'o, Hawai i Thrush
Pres.nt in low numbers throughout, but more fr.quently ob-
served in the upper part of the sit. (stations ~6-67).
FAMILY MUSICAPIDAE (OLD WORLD FLYCATCHERS
Chasi.mpi, sandwichensis sandwich.nsis Hawai i 'Elepaio
R.
On. substantial population present at the upp.r part of the
study area, oth.rwise rar.. Vigorous low elevation populations
of this species are no longer as common as they once were as
recently as a decade ago.
FAMILY ZOSTEROPIDAE (WHITE-EYES)
Zosterops japonicus Japanese Whit.-.ye
Fl
01
0Abundant and widely distributed, present
types.
in all habitat
FAMILY FRINGILLIDAE (FINCHES, CARDINALS, HAWAIIAN HONEYCREEPERS)
Cardinal is cardinal is Cardinal
Fl
One population occured in the more disturbed lower portion of
the study area.
CarDodacus mexicanys
Fl
House Finch
Present in the lower part of th~ site; the occurence of this
species appeared to be positively correl~ted with the presence of
dense stands of strawberry guava.
Haw~i i ~AmaK i h iHemignathus virens virens
Re
Found in low numbers throughout
common in the upper portion of
vicinity of the wellsite.
Nest construction by an indlvidu~l
staK~ ~3 • .
the site, bu t s 1 i gh t 1y more
the proposed road and in the
Himatione sanguin~a sanguinea
Re
~Apapane
Widely distributed
half of the study site.
tion types which h~ve
stand-level diebacK areas
species as ~ whole.
and common, most abundant in the upper
Highest densities occur in all vegeta-
a healthy poopulation of Metrosideros;
had significantly fewer native bird
Vestiarla coccinea ~I~iwi
Rare. One questionable detection of this species occured a~
station 52.
C. General field observ~tions and recommendations
1. Native bird observations were most frequent in the less
disturbed upper portion of the study area. Within these areas,
densities of the honeycreeper species appeared to b~ more corre-
lated with the vigor and density of Metrosideros than with the
composition of the understory flora. ~Elepaio and Thrush den-
sities were prob~blY more sensitive to the characteristics of the
subcanopy since neither are nectivorous (~Elepaio feed primarily
on insects, while Thrush will taKe both fruit and insects).
2. Extraordinarily high mosquito densities a~ stations 53
through 61 did not appear to be negatively cor~elated with
presence of native forest birds. My inabil ity to stand quietly
during census periods at these stations may be partially respon-
s i b l e T.Y the precipitous drop in species diversity after station
53 (though see comments below, #4).
3. No Hawai ian HawK were found in the area. However, this
species in notoriously difficult to census in forested areas, and
2
they are undoubtedly pr~sent h~re as the habitat is appropriate
for them, ~nd there are high densities of HawK in nearby loca-
tions (pers. obs.).
4. Al i~n bird species diversity decl ined noticibly after
st~tion 53 (with th~ exception of the Japanese White-eye). The
species that dropped out her~ w~r~thos. that f~ed prim~rily on
se~ds and frui t (~g., the Cardinal, Hous~ Finch and Melodious
Laughing-thrush), indicating that the decline may be correlated
with a d~creas. in den~ity of certain food plants such as waiwi
and strawberry guava.
5. This ar~a remains viable as avian habitat i n spite of
invasion of numerous weedy plant species; such habitat in low
elevation areas is b~coming more and more scarc~ as dev.lopm~ntal
demands increase. My preference would be for geothermal develop-
ment to be concentrated in locations that have already been per-
turbed rather than opening up new parcels of forest; as such is
obviosly not an option in this case, the following recommenda-
tions for mitigat ion are appropri~t~:
a) If possibl~, deviate the road away from present
avian "hot spots" such as the 'Elepaio population at stations 66
and 67, and the vigorous stands of Metrosideros in the vicinity
of stations 60 and 61.
b) Impact on nativ~ forest bird populations could be
reduced by locating pow~r plants and well sites in areas of
stand-level diebacK and/or high al ien plant species density where
native bird populations have already been depressed.
D. Raw data
The table below gives the r~sults of 20 censuses performed
at designated staKe numbers along th~ proposed access road and at
the proposed wellsite, expressed as number of individuals of each
species.
SPECIES STATION
---------------------------------------------------------------------
48 9 ;S0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 60 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Lophura leucomelana 1 1
Garrulax canorus 3 4 1 1 2 1
Phaeqrn is 9...!. ob$curus 1 1 1 1 2 2
Chasiempis
.!.:.. sandwichensis 1 4 2
Zosterops j apon i cu s 7 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 4 5 2 5 3 4 3 4 6
Cardinal i$ cardinal is 1 2 2
Carpodacus mex i c anu s 4 1 2 1 2
Hemignathus ~ virens 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3
Himatione h sanguinea 2 3 1 2 1 3 6 4 6 4 3 3 9 8 6 4 4 3 9
Vestiaria coccinea 1*
----------------------------------------------------------------------
*uncertain record, not visually confirm~d.
3
E. Lit.rature c ited
American Ornithologist/s Union (1983) Check-l ist o~ North American
Birds, ed., B~ltimore, AOU.
Pyle, R. (1983) Checkl 1st o~ the birds o~ Hawai i. /El.p~io 44:47-58.
Ramsey, F. L., and J. M. Scott (1979) Estimating population ae-r:si ties
~rom variable circular plot surv.ys. In R. M. CormacK et. al.,
eds., Sampl ing Biological . Populations. Int.rnational Cooperativ
Publ ishing Hous., Fairl~nd, Md.
4
STATUS SYMBOLS
RESIDENT SPECIES; NATIVE
Re • Resident--endemic at species level;
not extinct
Ri • Resident--indigenous species:
Hawaiian form not endemic
Ris • Resident--indigenous species:
Hawaiian sUbspecies endemic
FOREIGN OR INTRODUCED SPECIES; RESIDENT
Fl • Foreign--long-established;
breeding for more than 25 years
Fn • Foreign--new introduction:
apparently established and breeding,
but for less than 25 years
BREEDING SPECIES IN HAWAIII; NATIVE; MOST INDIVIDUALS LEAVE
KAWAI'I WHEN NOT BREEDING
Bi • Breeder--indigenous species;
Hawaiian form also breeds elsewhere
Bia • Breeder--indigenous species;
Hawaiian subspecies breeds only in
Hawaiian Islands·
VISITOR SPECIES; BREEDS ELSEWHERE; OCCURS IN HAWAII! WHEN NOT
BREEDING
vr • Visitor--regular migrant
ENDANGERED SPECIES (*)
An asterisk preceding the scientific name of the bird indi-
cates that the species is currently on the federal list of endan-
gered species (0. S. Fish, Wildlife Service 1979).
f
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Emergency Plan
Geothermal Development Activities
(Exploration Phase)
l(ilaued Middle Edst 'Rift Zone
Estate of James Campbe'll Property TMK 1-2-10:3
. '
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture
January. 1989
Appendix F
Letter to DLNR
DATED:
----
EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST '
Ambul/Paramed/Rescue
(After-hours/holidays)
(Emergency)
Keaau Police Station)
(Hilo Police Station)
COUNTY
Civil Defense
Police Dept.
Fire Dept.
BUS./RES. PHONE NUMBERS
(808) 935-0031
(808) 935-3311
(808) 935-3311
(808) 966-9388
(808) 961- 2211
(808) 961-6022
STATE
DLNR: Division of Water &Land (808) 548-7533/988-6541
DOH: Pollution Investigation & (808) 548-6355
Environmental Enforcement Branch
FEDERAL
Hawaii Volcanoes
Observatory
Hawaii Volcanoes Nat. Park
Weather Rpt. Recording
Volcano Rpt. Recording
KEY PROJECT PERSONNEL
Hawaii
(808) 967-7328
(808) 967 -7311
(808) 935-8555/961-5582
(808) 967-7977
Preject Site
Gary Hoggatt
A11 an Kawada
Rod Moss
Wyoming
True Companies (HQ)
(808)(808) -=52=8~-3""""49=6
(808) 528-3496
(808) 521-9004
(307) 237-9301
Drilling Supervisor
Administrative Coordinator
True Geothermal Energy Co.
Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc.
Emergency Plan
Objective. This emergency plan is designed to anticipate and plan courses of
action to deal with possible medical emergencies and catastrophic events at
the Kilauea Middle East rift zone geothermal project site, Figure 1, that
could cause the health, safety and welfare of project personnel and other
personnel present within the project site or residing near project activity to
be seriously affected or endangered. Catastrophic events that could directly
endanger personnel in the project site include volcanic activity (eruptions
and lava flows, cracks and subsidence, earthquakes and faulting) fire, severe
storms including hurricanes, and well blowouts. Natural events could result .
in the failure or destruction of facilities so as to cause extended venting of
geothermal resources in which case there could be high levels of HZS at the
site of failure and exceedence of HZS emmission limits at property boundaries.
Medical emergencies are anticipated to include serious injury, burns, or over
exposure to some process or by-product (e.g., HZS) of project operations due
to accidents, equipment or facility failure, o~ natural phenomena.
Safety policies, procedures and training, discussed in Appendix A, are
designed to minimize the chances that natural events or project activities
will cause injury or create a health hazard. This plan outlines those steps
and procedures that would be implemented when certain events do occur (or
appear likely to occur) that cause or could cause loss of life, serious injury
or health hazards to personnel within or near project activity sites.
When there is high probability of a natural event occurring "within the next 48
hours which threatens the health and safety of project personnel or other
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personnel near project activity, project facilities or equipment, the drilling
supervisor will assess his current operational situation to determine,
depending on the likely time event will occur, whether any specific activities
should be speeded-up, terminated. reduced. delayed in start-up or modified and
whether emergency measures should be initiated in preparation to secure wells.
break down and/or remove equipment and evacuate personnel. Personnel on site
would be alerted as to the threating condition and given any specific
instruction on preparing for or executing emergency procedures.
Management would be contacted and apprised of the situation and the actions
taken thus far and those contemplated. All off-site project personnel would
be contacted and given instructions to return to the site or to stand by in
preparation to return if required. ·At present. there are no telephone lines
into the project site. All communications will have to be via mobile phone.
The County Civil Defense Office (via the County 'Police Department) and other
government and private agencies that would be fnvolved in project emergency
actions would be apprised of the situation and the actions being taken or
planned and whether any assistance is required or anticipated. (See Emergency
Contact List). In the event an emergency situation threatens public health or
safety, the County Civil Defense office will establish a command post for the
use of all public safety officials and for liaison with project management and
technical personnel. Civil Defense will coordinate release of information to
the public concerning any public hazard (i.e., outside the project site). The
drilling supervisor and project management personnel will be available on a
24-hour basis to provide liaison with Civil Defense and provide updates on
conditions relevant to the hazard to the public.
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Spec; fi c Events
1. Volcanic Activity
In the event of an eruption or impending lava flow, the Operations
Supervisor will be in constant communication with Hawaii Volcanoes
Observatory (HVO) so that the immediate threat to the drilling operation
may be assessed. Volcanic eruption reports may also be obtained from HVO
recordings at BOB-967-7977.It is important to determine how much time
is available to secure a well that is being drilled since the time
required to temporarily close a well depends greatly on the depth of the
well. The drilling industry has responded to these threats with
technology and tools to secure wells that are in various states of
drilling or completion in relatively short periods of time. These tools,
commonly referred to as "storm plugs" or bridge plugs" are stored at the
drilling site so that installation can occur on short notice in the event
of an impending hazard.
Depending upon the time estimate on the occurrence of the threating
event, a plan will be executed to ensure the safety of all personnel, as
well as the security of the hole and drilling equipment. If sufficient
time exists, steps will be taken to allow removal of expensive drilling
equipment to a safe location. Table F-I lists the priority and method of
evacuating equipment.
Once a plan of action has been undertaken, the Operations Supervisor will
maintain contact with HVO to monitor the development of the volcanic
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MOVEMENT RIG ITEM t1ETIIOO OF MOVEMENT CO"1t1F.NT
1 Genera tor Unit Flat bed truck with winch and Unit could be disconnecteci and dragl)cd (\[1
ta il roller flat.bee l Cluickly.
2 Fuel and Fuel Tanker truck for fuel; Fl at J:'uel would be oumDed off onto a transf er
Tanks bed truck for tank tanker truck and the stora<le tank moved i l
a low priority item.
--
3 Air Compressor Tractor truck without trailer Uni t.9 are easily disconnected and can hI'
moved with a tractor while rreneratoc un i l
is beinq moveci.
--
4 Mud Pumps Flat bed truck with winch and Unit disconnects easily after dcaininq mil '
tail roller to sump.
S Cementing Unit Tractor truck without trailer Unit can be maintained disconnected of f
location to be transported to the site a n
connected only when needeo.
.
6 . Electric Flat bed truck with winch and Unit usually maintaineci disconnected off
Logging Unit tail roller location until needed when it is transpoc
to the site ana connected for use.
0
7 Hud Loqqer's Pick-u!J truck Unit cHsconnects quickly and can be moved
Trailer at any time with oick-UD truck.
,
8 Abatement Tractor -t r uc k wi thout trailer unit maintained disconnected off location
Equipment while not in use, however, when in use,
d,isconnects easily.
9 Accumulator Flat bed truck with winch and Oisconnects quickly for easy movemen t.
tail roller
,. Table 1 to
Emergency Plan
-OrH~oli
MOVEMENT
SliOP
RIG ITEH
_ _ BlllI'!D _
METHOD OF MOVEMENT - - COMMENT
10
11
12
13
14
15
Catwalk Racks
and Drill Pipe
Parts House/
Change Room
Doghouse/Tool-
Pushers Tra iler
and Air Com-
pressor Trailer
Water Tanks
Air Drilling
Muffler
Mud Tanks
Forklift and Flat bed truck
Flat bed truck with winch and
tail roller
Flat bed truck with winch and
tail roller/Pick-un truck.
Flat bed truck with winch and
tail roller
Crane and flat bed truck
Flat bed truck with winch and
tail roller
Drill pine in hole or derrick remains on
location. Pipe on ~round can move quickl
with forklift.
Only connected to riq with electric wire.
nisconnects quickly.
Oisconnect q quickly for easy movement.
Low priority item.
Water is drained to sump and tank is moved
as a loworiority item.
Moved as low Driority item.
Mud is drained to sum~ and tanks moved a s
low oriority item.
16 Sub-structure, Crane and flat bed trucks
Drawworks and
Derrick
Low 9riority items since they require tOl
much time to move. Sub-structures elevated
draw works and derrick base on pedestal
approximately 26' above ground level.
event as it proceeds, to determine if the chosen plan of action should
continue or be amended.
The first priority response to the threat as related to in-progress
drilling operations is concerned with the safety of all project personnel
and near-by residents that could be impacted because of damage or failure
of project systems and facilities.
The next order of priority is to leave the well bore in a safe condition.
The well bore can be isolated from the ground surface safely with the
installation of a bridge plug or storm plug. This oilfield tool is
inserted into the well bore on the drill pipe and set at any depth in the
casing. The drill pipe below the plug can be safely suspended from the
plug. The drill pipe above the plug can be unscrewed and removed or left
in place. By installing this plug into the well bore and closing all
surface well head valves the hole can be isolated to prevent movement of
fluids or gases from the lower potentially productive zones to the
surface as well as prevent surface fluids from moving down the hole.
The bridge plug is built to withstand high pressures and temperatures and
is available in various sizes. Drilling plans call for plugging tools
such as these to be kept on-site at all times while drilling below the
13-3/8" casing string. All rig personnel will be familiar with all
aspects of running and setting these tools, so that if an emergency
occurs the well bore can be safely secured and isolated before personnel
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leave the rig. These tools cun also be easily removed after the
hazardous condition has ended and drilling operations are resumed.
All valves and well heads are tested at the factory to hold pressure at
2,000 PSI and designed to withstand temperatures in excess of 2,500
degrees F. compared 'to 2,000 degrees F. lava temperature. In the event
that the entire well head assembly is destroyed by a massive flow, the
subsurface bridge plug would isolate the well bore from the lava. Should
continuing volcanic activity prevent continuing operations at the site of
an uncompleted well, the well will be properly plugged by setting the
required cement plugs above the bridge plug.
The last priority would be the protection of the drilling equipment.
Certain portable pieces of drilling equipment and rig components would be
removed and re 1ocated to a safe area if time permits . These components
will be selected by the supervisor at the time the threatening condition
is manifested and depending on the status ' of operations at the time.
Priorities in evacuation and the equipment that will be needed in the
event of emergency evacuation will be updated as project development
proceeds. Trucks and cranes necessary for a move would be prearranged so
that they will be available in the event they are needed.
The following sequence of operutions will be followed i~ total or in
part, based on the time factor allowed by the emergency condition. (It
should be kept in mind that Hawuiian lava flows are non-explosive and
therefore good estimates of lava flow direction and speed can be made
when the vent is up the rift zone or above the project site.)
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1) Assess the emergency. consulting with HVO to determine speed
and direction of the lava flow. If the situation warrants
immediate action. close al l surface valves and evacuate all
personnel from the location.
2) If time permits. contact operators of cranes and trucks and
arrange for removal of designated drilling equipment.
3) If the emergency occurs while drilling. raise the drill string from
bottom at least 400 feet and install the bridge plug on the drill
string. Run the bridge plug into the well bore to a depth of
approximately 300 feet and set and test the bridge plug in 13-3/8"
casing. If time allows. remove the drill string. This procedure .
requires about one hour to accomplish.
4) If the drill string is out of the hole when emergency occurs.
install bridge plug in the well bore to a depth of 300 feet. Set
and test the plug. then remove the drill string abo~e the plug if
time permits. This procedure requires half an hour.
5) Close all surface valves and blowout .preventers to isolate the well
bore.
6) If time allows. remove designated drilling equipment with cranes and
trucks.
7) When safe. return to the drill site. inspect and clear well head and
rig area. if feasible. screw on drill pipe. remove the bridge plug.
remove bridge from drilling assembly. and resume drilling.
2. Earthquakes
Since no detection systems have yet been devised to predict or warn of an
impending earthquake • .such events have to be assumed and engineering
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design of facilities and systems planned to withstand the magnitude of
potential earthquakes in the area with a comfortable margin of safety.
For construction standards, Hawaii is considered to be in Zone 3.
Regardless of design criteria, it is still possible that personnel could
be injured in an earthquake and systems could fail or be severly damaged
which in turn could cause injury or create a health hazard. In such
situations, the drilling supervisor, or other personnel on the scene will
have to take immediate action to deal with any injured personnel and to
correct any failed system that is causing or posing a danger to the
health and safety of personnel in the area. Procedures for evacuation of
personnel and coordination of emergency conditions with medical
facilities, the Director of Civil Defense, Hawaii County, and other
agencies would follow those used for volcanic activities.
3. Fires
The project area is located in an area that may be susceptible to fast
moving fires. Project personnel will be continually instructed on the
precautions necessary to avoid creating fires or fire hazards and to be
alert at all times for detecting and reporting fires initiated anywhere
in the area.
Fire suppression systems for fighting fires at and near the drilling site
will be established. The water catchment pond will provide the means of
fighting fires in and adjacent to the drilling site. Portable
extinguishers for chemical and fuel fires will be located at several
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locations in the drilling site. In the event of a fire, project
personnel will take immediate action to extingish the fire or control it
while additional fire fighting means or support can be applied. Fires
will be reported to the Fire Department emergency number (961-6022).
Fire fighting equipment is stationed at Keaau, with an additional fire
truck at Pahoa.
Should a major forest fire approach the drilling site, the drilling
supervisor will make the same evaluations concerning current operations
and evacuation of personnel and equipment as for an impending or actual
volcanic eruption. In addition, special attention will be given toward
removing materials that could cause explosions and severe hazards to
personnel remaining in the area and intensifying of the forest fire. The
Fire Department will be apprised of conditions at the project site
periodically as long as the forest fire remains a threat.
4. Blowouts and Exposure to Excessive Levels 'of H2S
Should a blowout occur through the wellhead assembly or below the
surface, the drilling crew's first response is to immediately detetermine
that no one was or is about to be injured as a result of the blowout and
if so, to take quick action to render assistance. Alertness for
excessive HZS levels is paramount and protective masks and clothing may
need to be worn by all personnel in the area that may be exposed to
extensive HZS levels or the hot, high pressure geothermal fluid/steam.
The drilling crew could be subject to sudden excessive levels of HZS due
to a blowout, or through the blooie line when drilling with air. Speed
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is essential in rescuing an individual exposed to levels of HZS which
could be life threatening in 30 minutes or les~. Inhalation of HZS at
levels of 500-600ppm at, or immediately adjacent to the emission point,
could constitute such an emergency. However, any levels over 50ppm would
be treated as dangerous and personnel safety precautions and procedures
would be implemented while actions are taken to control/reduce the HZS
emission levels. Should excessive emissions occur and overcome an
individual, the emergency rescue procedures to be followed, as described
in Tab A to this Appendix, represent practices recommended by the
Workmen1s Compensation Board, Alberta, Canada and the American Heart
Association. The procedures were compiled and printed in publication No.
MIO, Department of Conservation, Division of Oil &Gas, State of
California.
After assuring that personnel are safe from a blowout (or an event of
excessive levels of HZS in the area), the drilling supervisor will assess
the blowout to ascertain the cause and what immediate steps can be taken
to contain, control or secure the blowout. Management will be notified
of the situation so that immediate action can be taken to obtain
technical assistance and/or special equipment as may be required.
Similarly, if excessive HZS levels are emanating from the blooie line,
immediate adjustments will be made in the injection of HZS abatement
chemicals to reduce the HZS emissions to normal controlled levels.
In the event of a blowout, downwind HZS monitors will be read as a
precautionary measure to determine whether based on existing
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meterological conditions the HZS concentrations could be expected to
impact residences near the project area. The Director, Civil Defense,
County of Hawaii and the Director of the Health Department, or designated
representative, will be notified of the blowout, the nature of the
blowout, the levels of HZS being monitored downwind of the well, the
current meterological conditions, estimates on what concentration levels
are likely to exist at the nearest residential boundary, and a tentative
estimate, if possible, of the time required to secure the blowout.
Off-site personnel will be contacted to return to the site if required.
Any changes in the conditions first reported to Civil Defense and the
Health Department will be promptly reported to those agencies.
5. MEDICAL EVACUATION. In case of an injury at an exploration well site
during construction, drilling, or testing, there will be first aid
services to handle minor injuries. Serious injuries that require
immediate medical attention must be provided at appropriate medical
centers. Assistance for these injuries will be requested via the Fire
Department emergency number, 961-6022. The closest hospital is located
in Hilo. An ambulance will require approximately 40 minutes to make the
trip from Keaau to the project site. This will be the primary method of
medical evacuation, however, other methods are available. Private
vehicles could be utilized, however the patient would not have the
services of a paramedic until the ambulance was met. Helicopter
evacuation may be feasible if one is readily available in the area from
the company or companies with which operating agreements have been
concluded on providing such emergency service.
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In case of serious burns, victims may have to be transported to Oahu
(Straub Clinic) for treatment or even to a recognized burn treatment
center such as Sherman Oaks, California.
6. POLICY ON THE NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTANTIAL RISK
The Toxic Substances Control Act (TACA) requires under Section 8 (e) that
any person who obtains information that reasonably supports a conclusion
that any chemical substance or mixture presents a substantial risk to
health or the environment should report this to the EPA.
To comply with these requirements, the Policy of the "Operator", TRUE
Geothermal Energy Company, is as follows:
Employees who acquire information that reasonably suggests that a
chemical substance or mixture used in project operations may present
a substantial risk to health or the environment will inform the
operator'~ Administrative Coordinator. This action should be taken
as soon as such information is received, without awaiting a final
report, conclusions, or results of subsequent or confirmatory
studies.
The Administrative Coordinator will inform and consult with appro-
priate Environmental Affairs, Legal and management personnel and
will coordinate all reports to the EPA. Any reporting to the EPA
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will be done in consultation with appropriate operating company
management.
Copies of reports of all toxicological studies and all investigatory
studies made relating to health or environmental concerns shall be
evaluated in regard to TSCA §8 (e) reporting and for filing with
other health and environmental information.
The persons initially bringing the information to the attention of
management will be informed of the decision on filing a notice of
substantial risk.
Failure to comply with the provisions of this policy could lead to
Federal penalt ies under TSCA.
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EMERGENCY RESCUE AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES
FOR
VICTIMS OF EXCESSIVE HZS INHALATION
(TO BE POSTED IN A POSITION CLOSE TO THE DRILLING SITE)
TAB A
Appendix F
Emergency Pl an
Rescue and First Aid Procedures
For Victims of Excessive H2S Inhalation*
1. SPEED IS ESSENTIAL IN RESCUING A VICTIM AND IN ADMINISTERING FIRST AID.
2. THE RESCUER DONS SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING EQUIPMENT BEFORE APPROACHING
THE DANGER AREA AND THE VICTIM. WHEN POSSIBLE, THE RESCUER SHOULD HAVE
A PARTNER ON A LIFE LINE.
3. THE RESCUER IMMEDIATELY MOVES THE VICTIM TO FRESH, PURE AIR WHILE OTHER
PERSONNEL OBTAIN THE RESUSITATOR FOR USE ON THE VICTIM, AND CALL FOR
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.
(SEE SUCCEEDING PAGES, PARAGRAPHS 4 THROUGH 13, FOR FIRST AID PROCEDURE.)
* These procedures represent practices recommended by the Workman's
Compensation Board, Alberta, Canada, and the American Heart Association.
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FIRST AID PROCEDURES
For Infants andSmall Children
Basic life support for infants and smell childrer
issimilar to that for adults. A few important
differences to remember are given below.
Airway
Be careful when handling an infant that you
do not exaggerate the backward position of
the head lilt. An infant's neck isso pliable that
forceful backward lilting might block
breathing passages instead of opening them
Breathing
Don't try to pinch off Ihe nose. Cover bolh the
mouth and nose of an infant or small child
who isnot breathing. Use small breaths with
less volume to inflate the lungs. Give one smal
breath every three seconds.
Check Pulse
Theabsence of a pulse may be more easily
determined ~y feeling over the left nipple.
• KCpC.ll brc.uh.. .lhoul 12 time:s ,1 milluI'~ ior an .1(1\111
or 20 times .1 minute Cor .1 child.
• Establish .1 rhythm.
• If victims's siornachrlscs, press il gc:mlly 10 remove
air,
• A!> patien; revives, watch closelv. Treat (or shock.
If you CANNO r find {IIC.' pulse, tho victim needs CPR,
Clrdiopulmonary Rcsuscuauon. CPR should be ad-
ministered ONLY by iI person properly trained and
ccruficd. II is too complicated 10 be taught lrorn print-
ed pages "lone.
beating. To find the carotid artery. take your ·",
hand that is under the victim's neck and locate ,
the voice box. Slide the tips of your index and .
middJe fingers into the groove beside the
voice box. Feel for the pulse. Cardiac arrest
can be recognized by absent breathing and
an absent pulse in Ihe carolid artery in ,
the neck.
7. If yOll CAN Iiru] {he plI/~t!, continue rescue hrr:.llhin~
until victim revives or II\(' n~sll<;<:il."or i~ rC;U.lil'd. (EA-
crcise care dill' 10 possible Iunl: congesuon.] Accord-
inl; 10 the American Red Cross rc..cue brNlhin~
ill!>lruCli()n~. you should:
2
heck Pulse J-'_-
After giving the four quick breaths, locale the
IVic tim'Scarotid pulse to see if the heart is@ 1'J77 Arneric.ln Hc",,' A~~oci.l\ion.I(CJlrinlcd wilh IlCrmiuion.
) .
'- Breathing
I Thebest way 10provide rescue breathing isby using Ihe mouth-lo-moulh technique. Toke
your hand Ihat ison Ihe victim's forehead and
I tum it so that you can pinch the victim's noseshutwhile keeping tho hool of the hand in
place 10mainlain hood lilt. Yourother hand
should remain under the vlctim's neck (Of
chin). lifting up.
lmmedialely give four quick. full brealhs
in rapid succession using the mouth-to-moulh
method.
*•. Airway~or~
If you find a collapsed person. delermine if
victim isconscious by shaking Ihe shoulder
and shouling "Are you all righl?" Ifno response,
sroul for help. Thenopen the airway. If victim
isnot Iying 'flal on his bock, roll victim over.
moving Ihe entire body at one lime as a
10101 unit.
To open the victim's airway, lift up the
neck (or chin) gently with one hand whileI pushing down on the forehead with the other
10 tilt head back. Once Ihe airway isopen,
place your ear close to the victim's mouth:
.. Look- at the chest and stomach for
movement. '
.. Listen - for zounds of brealhing.
.. Feel- for breath on your cheek.
\
If none of these signs ispresent. victim
- isnot breathing.
\ Ifopening lhe airway does not cause
the victim to begin 10breathe spontaneously,
you must provide rescue breathing.
I1/\ resuscitator. Photo by Murr.ly Dosch.
he Pneolator is an instrument that performs artificial
ciiiralion with an automatic, predetermined pressure
""'~ alation, and without suction on exhalation,This
l.d\ nearly represents normal respiration and has
een selected by medical authorities as the method of
h . e in restoring breathing.
e the patient is breathing, the Pncolator becomes
n effective oxygen inhalalor by a simple adiustment,
f I.. air passage is obstructed by mucous or foreign
rial, a warning is Immediately given by a chatter-
n f the cycling valve, and the Pneolator provides an
spirator for removing the obstruction. The Pneolator
a e taken with a victim to the hospital.
The small oxygen bottles carried by most
ambulances are not the type required for a
Pneolator. The 21 cubic fool boule of oxygen
in the Pneolator should be checked and filled
to capacity bdoreall well testing operations,
Furthermore, it is strongly recommended
that an extra supply of oxygen (a commer-
cial tank) be kept on hand as a "standby"
supply.
This large oxygen cylinder can be hooked
up 10 the resuscitator while it is being used
10 increase the volume of oxygen that is
available for use should there be more than
one victim overcome.
.eep victim warm and quiet, bul never unattended.
• rson who has been overcome by H lS gas and
~v , ved could go into shock. Because of this, lake the
ictim 10 a doctor al once. Patients should be kept
n r medical observation until the doctor declares
1 fit to return to work.
3
11 . A patient breathing normally may be given stirnvlams
such as tea or coffee. (Alcohol is a depressant).
12. If eyes are affected by H 1 5. wash them thoroughly
with clear water, For slight eye irritation, cold com-
presses will help.
13. Once a victim is removed 10 fresh air and normal
respiration restored before heart action ceases, rapid
recovery may be expected.
In cases of slighl or minor exposures. where Ihe
worker h,IS not been lol,llly unconscious and wants 10
return lo work after .1 short rest period, it i~ rccorn- '0-
mended that duty be postponed until the following
day. Reflexes may not have returned to normal, and
the person could be subject 10 injuries from other
work hazards.
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